of sixty or seventy million dollars per annum
In tlie (orm of
gold-bearing bonds. When
Europe shall hold all our bonds the gold
of
duct,
California and all the T. rritorii s will
bo insufficient to pay the inti rest. Onr purchases abroad are made mostly in gold-hem mg
aud if this shall cease the receipts from
I bonds,
customs must cease with it, and the t-.x-ga'iierer must hunt for currency where it is scarce,
and for gold where there is none, to support
j the Government and to pay the debt. Borrowing from one mail to pay another is the contrivance of a bankrupt, and the adoption of such
measures on our part would only develop the
utter helplessness of our situation. lu addition
1 to tlie nurdeus already enumerated our coinj mercial marine lias been sold to foreigners, and
the cost of our
transportation goes into their
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debtor is entitled to fully as much symyatby
is yet to be tested. IIow
THE FINANCES.
ji nal is ifa matter which
diptlieria, foliowing closely in the wake of the I to the head, which should not be abruptly placever,
dauger is to be apprehended from tha' as the money-lender. The laborer between his
introduction of kerosene light. Not that of ed upon it. The body should be round,—a
Remarks of Mr. M’Creary, of Kentucky ! quarter, following the precedent set in the Me- plow handles and the mechanic in his shop are,
rue following letter from an intelligent mem- itself it
generates that disease, but prepares cylinder being the best form for capacity;
j Ardle case, the jurisdiction could be repealed under our system of government, the equals of
Senate of the
Ini to I
Delivered
in the
interest
i.f our Legislature "’ill show the
tlie throat membranes to receive the diptlieria I round horses have the best wind, as their lungs
by an act of Cougres declaring that the Su any other citizens of the Republic. It is their
Nt itra, Wednesday, January H.
preme Court should take cognizance of no cast energy and their productive industry which up- ; pockets.
have full play; they keep in the best condition
people ansi their representatives are tak- poison when it is abroad in the air.
:j
The Secretary ascribes the great reduction
and require the least food. The feet should be
(Laugh- holds and sustains the fabric of American civilMu. 1’uksidf.n't :—It i* my purpose to direct involving a constitutional question.
iniiortant subject of our common
in tinHence lamps so constructed as to burn the
ization. Knock out this support, and the Gov- j in the amount, derived from internal rev-mue to
of a good, dark color, good size, round, neither the attention of this body to the condition ol ; ter.)
iiiun which, especially with reference oil but
pools.
The Secretary of the Treasury, in his report, ernment with its bonds and its currency would j inefficient collection aud to a reduction of taxes.
imperfectly, permitting the unconsnmed ! too high nor ltat, well spread frog, tough and our financial affairs. It might be more agreeatain proposed changes in our sfchool poliinto ! sound. The coat of a good blooded horse is
be involved in a common ruin. The claims of This may be partially true a! tlie present time,
ble to the Senate to p tstpone my remarks until alludes incidentally to the inequality of the
gases lo pass into the room, to be inhaled
burden of taxation, and doubtless realizes its labor and the welfare of the laborer are matters but it will not be long before still a further reshort and tine; the color most pre- a later
Tic public cannot liud one more (worthy its the air
period in the session ; but facts and figpassages and lungs, should be condemn- ; generally
exhaustive influence upon those sections which must engage the attention of statesmen duction will be attributed to the exhaustion of
l'erred is bay, chestnut, black, or dark brown. ures,
; :jus attention :
projects and counter-projec..s, estimates utterly
This is especially j
ed as our mortal enemy.
the people.
Their capacities are truly wouderHorses of these colors are worth more in any and
will accumulate until It would where no bonds are held and where none of the if the sunlight of prosperity is ever to shine
speculations
Ar.a’si a. Feb. 10, 1-sO'J.
true of sick rooms.
Many a time have we en- market. A horse with the above qualities, and confound the wisdom of Solomon to tell what j interest is distributed. But he forgot to notice upon us again. Politicians may plot and plan, ! ful, but, wonderful as they arc, human energy
in.. 1*. Si.uo.vros— Dkau Slit: Herewith I
Five huiii the hardship, the oppression and the wrong iu- bankers may discount and accommodate, dem- ; and human endurance have a limit.
7x9 bed rooms—with these otherwise sound, will generally prove a valua- we are
We shall tered them—little
owing, and exhaust a dozen such treas- volved
i you School Report for 18G8..
In the act of depriving whole coramun- agogues may delude aud deceive, but the truth dred millions of dollars is a large sum to be
!
: poisonous
so thick that we could not I ble animal, aud will be admired by all good uries as his to discharge the debt.
in
make
called
to
gases
b
changes
upon
•>a!,l>
ities of one-half of their estates without pro- : will come at last.that the hard hands and stroDg ! drawn yearly from the labor of the country in
judges of him.
Finances is the engrossing topic ot the day. i
! the
bool laws; and kuowiug the interest you breathe till the doors and windows were thrown
,i
shape ot taxation. Is there any system ol
it addresses itself to the anxieties, the hopes, j cess of law and without compensation, aud arms of labor must work the deliverance.
learn
I
to
shall
be
a
.ueatioii,
pleased
labor upon earth that could stand such a drain?
then
the
!
remainder
to
Has
a
or
the
seen
farmer
mechanic
interest
i
open; the patients themselves, often already 1
taxing
classes
and
any
person
pay
A Thrilling Spectacle.
conditions of
aud the fears of all
it h mg( s, if any, you deem necessasy.
on claims which rest upon no more solid founwho complains of a redundancy of money? Our largest river would cease to flow and his
I
j sutfering from iuug diseases, requiring, thereV. ry Respectfully Yours,
A gentleman named Bowers, from Meigs- men. Bondholders aud bankers, lawyers and dation than their own. Has the
Government The complaints that have readied my ear are 1 bed would become dry and parched if the clouds
*
*
farmers and mechanics, are deeply
doctors,
Headers, as you value
fore, the purest air.
ville, Jackson county, nowin town, informs and Vitaliy interested iu its solution. Nor is kept faith with its own citizens? A dominant precisely the reverse. If they are in debt, do did not bear back the volume of water disI
I
the riel space which our limits permits, health and life, avoid these dangers. Physi- us that, on Christmas
into the Gulf.
But here is a financial
eve, about 3 o’clock that all. Many millions of our bonds aud oth- parly may defy the Constitution, trample on the they desire the privilege of paying one-third charged
j
of the weak, and sport with their mis- more than they contracted, and are they par- gulf into which pours a golden stream, but
to
it
is
not
whose
we
.in do little more than direct attention tc
high
only
cians,—you
duty
in tlie afternoon, the farm of a Mr. White- er securities have crossed the waters, aud Eng- rights
but the flres of fanaticism cau uot j ticularly clamorous for a reduction of their from its metallic surface arises uo moisture, no
seek lo restore, but to warn against the causes
land is merry at the prospect of a rich tribute fortunes;
a the recommendations of Mr. Johnson
side, about five miles from Meigsville, was to
no rain to cheer and to bless the sources
drawn yearly from the sweat and toil of always burn, the passions of men will grow j wages? Are they feverish in their anxiety to vapor,
be
are
to
to
recreant
of
in
his
interest
.in- Superintendent
health, you
your the scene of a most
injurious
Schools,
exciting and nearly fa- American citizens. How long it will take her j cool, and the day will come when justice and ! see $400,000,000 of Government bonds sold in of its supply IIow long can it continue to
flow? How long wifi thirty million people be
The chief of these are trusts, it you tail to proclaim every where these tal event.
It is briefly this :
ng re; orl before us.
to acquire the lion’s share cannot lie determined | public taltli, beneficent as the Constitutiou and j Euglaud for gold to redeem the greeback cur!
rency, aud them to see the tax-gatherers col- content to pour the golden lruits of their unreMr. Whiteside was iu the little town do- with mathematical certainty, but from the start broad as the Union, will prevail.
Th. district system.
2. Teachers’ Instil ! dangers,—if you permit a particle of kerosene
If geutlemeu really desire to constitute them- j iecttng In the same gold to ship across tie w i- quited toil into the bosom of this gulf which,
has taken the period will be short, proba- I
lutes.
ing some business ; his wife was away at a ! site not
County Snpervisorships. 4. Stall in sick rooms under your control.
Ireland lias
than Washington and his army : selves tlie peculiar friends and guardians of the j ters iu payment of the interest on the bonds? like the Dead Sea, lias uo outlet?
biy
longer
What
shall
be
used?
where
a
sick
child
was
lard,
atCandles,
sperm,
r>.
Compulsory
neighbor’s
iniformity of Text Books.
struggling were engaged in achieving our independence. public faith, if they wish to preserve it pure and j According to my theory the burden rest, upon groaned under a similar infliction until the
But these are not with cholera infantum ; aud the only inor sweet oil, in oil lamps.
lc udance.
unspotted, they should pursue a course of im- ! their shoulders, anti their tongues must make “greenest isle of the ocean" lias lost its verdure
[ Laughter. J
and until penury and want are tlie only lnhei
I in* ii> rift system.
Considering the amount involved aud the dif- | partial justice toward all the creditors of the the call before f will ever vote for a bond for
13y this is meant our so neat and convenient, will cost mere than door servant they had was out to the barn
itance of her children, The great law ol seifUnited States. In discharging their high trust a boud for any purpose whatever.
But it you keep sick but a sin- looking after some cattle, when their child— ferent nationalities concerned, you could liardkerosene oil.
i.t system ot dividing the cities and towns
The Southern States embrace a population preservation forces them to leave her borders
overestimate the importance of the question. let no preferences, partialities or prejudices !
j
ly
a
little
to
toddle
tliese
week
from
causes,
in search of tlie means of subsistence, aud
,:,i districts, each an independent government
bright
boy, just learning
dangerous
gle
longer
It should be coolly, calmly and thorougnly con- warp their judgment or control their action; | of eight or ten millions, and unless their very
This : is proposed to change lot the extra cost for medical attendance and nurs- around on its little feet and prattle the name sidered.
itself.
Great toleration and l'orbearauce and above all, let them do nothing In violation [existence is to lie ignored some consideration whither will they fly when American, like Iri-h
j
should bestowed upon the measure, as it is very labor, is made tribu ary to tlie capital and the
of “pa”—tumbled or crawled out of its cra- should be observed iu tbe discussion. High o', the Constitution.
to dispense with districts and j ing will provide you suitable lights for a year.
•.in ;
The public indebtedness, large as it is, is go- lisely to affect their interests.
Are they ready power of other countries ? AY hen Europe shall
is “inysWe wish to call attention, however, to some- dle, iu which it was left asleep by the ser- authority has declared that the subject
school
itvii
the
town
and!
the
houses,
lioid our bonds tlie effort to
igeuts,
terious” iu some of its relation. There are iug for the most part to our own citizens, and specie payin.-uts, and do they desire that all j
discharge them
vant
a
few
minutes
aud
before,
Some of our patients
managed I
.11
ot them, employ the teachers thing better than these.
iitc tiie
in this Chamber who do not under- in view of their equal rights, pay all or pay values shall be reduced to tit■ standard of geld i must end in exhausting Lhe means ot pay men
gentlemen
somehow
to
ge; to the door, which was un- | stand mysteries,” aud those who should deal none; or if they cau ouly pay a part let them aud silvery Almost evury newspaper that comes It would be useless to attempt lo slop ibo cur
■hi ua'i the sehoni eommittee, &o. Some of are using an excellent article, expressly prereut that is sweeping our
gold and gold seem
It is called Nix's Pick- fortunately left open at the time, although tenderly with their ignoruuce iu that regard. refer the matter to a master commissioner for frum that quarter informs us that some linely i
claimed lor the town policy pared for this purpose.
;e, v alii ages
iu charge of the place avers There are very few men who can see very far a pro rata distribution of the assets among all improved estate has been disposed of at I ties to Europe. Many of our citizens have InIt gives a fine, the girl left
less expense for school-houses, as many mium Wax Night Lights.
m
in exact proportion to their sev- Sheriff's sale for two dollars per acre, and as come suddenly aud vastly enriched by specula
that she had closed it, on going out. The into the future. The great mass of mankind the creditors
ai. districts could, as they should be, put subdued, little light, without odor, and costs
Whatever may be the hardship the uufortuuate owners have been bereft ot a.11 lion, peculation, and spoliation. 1 he simplicity
not even tell what a day or an hour will eral demands.
into the front yard, it is sup- | can
child
tumbled
I bring forth.
A leading lawyer in Kentucky of such a measure it will fail upou all alike, and else, they would hardly favor a project which of A merit an manners anil ot republican ni.-tiiu
others, thus giving them better i.- uses and less than the cheapest keroseue. We trust evLions pulls upon their pamper- I ta.-les; licit-.aud was crying aud sprawling urouud said that he admitted the
lore-knowledge of those who have been drawing the gold will have would saeriliee their lauds at $1 t‘o
!i_-er
schools; better teachers, the school ery druggist will order a supply, and extensive- posed,
Of the situation of the Southern people I crovvus and courts lilt in-iore their imago,
when a groat grey eagle, seen by tho girl 1 God as a general proposition, aud with only less reason to complain than those who have
j
■; in ii tec being belter judges in this respect
if
not
advertise
it—for
thesako
of
ly
humanity,
never received a cent.
A discrimination among know little from actual observation. Since the ! tious, and they will exciiaua tiieir bonds or
one exception, that he did not believe that God
as she was leaving the barn, came
swoopAmerican citizens is in flagrant violation of the fun- war I have been no further South than Gor- their gold for an opportunity of beholding with
agents; greatly facilitating the grading j their own.
inn; down, aud. fastening its immense aud Himself could tell iu advance how a county damental
court would decide a case. [Laughter.] Skepprinciples of our free institutions, and a duusville, in Virginia. Manassas, which has their own eyes the pride and pomp and pageantschools; to end disputes about district
cruel talons iuto the clothiug of the little
Our risen from the ashes, reminds us of the opening ; ry of a genuine aristocracy.
ticism shall never induce me to place a limita- fraud upon the equal rights of the people.
lari'-s.ich child going to that school
ourseli
to
a
purchase good horse, boy, rose up, apparently with much difficul- tion niion the attributes of the Almighty, but I Government was estaolished to secure the scene iu the civil strile. I passed CedarMouu- : In speaking of restoring the tax on mamil.i
j Wanting
most convenient and beneficial, subject to town
aud mistrusting our knowledge iu such matters,
tain, or Slaughter's Mountain, as the people of turns, abolished in March last, the Secretary
ty, as high as it could, which was not very will slate that uo power short o: Omniscience rights and to perpetuate the liberties of the Hie
and not as an engine of oppression and
regulation:—to promote uniformity of text we applied lor iulorraation to an Intelligent
country call it, iu whose shades Jackson suys :
aud sailed off' across the adjacent j can disclose what the Radical party will do be- people,
high,
marshaled nis forces, and from whose summit
flic objections to the restoration ot this tux are tn
tween this and the 1st day of July 1871, nor what torture to degrade and enslave them
books, ic.
gentleman—Dr. E. Hopkins, jr., of Searsport— woods, just skimming, as the servant says, j will be the fiuaucial eouditiou
The condition of the country in a financial swept the charge that never failed of victory. it would indicate vacillation on tiie part ut Cun&re.s-.”
of tbe country
|
1 a our judgment this change, lor most places,
who, having had large1 study and practice in the tops or the trees. When the servant at that period. [Renewed laughter.] Various point of view is alarming, aud most of the I crossed the liapidan, where Gran; aud Lee,
I hope that I have been reasonably consistent
would In: a decided improvement, and, unlike
such things, is well qualified to instruct there- saw the eagle coming down, as she was ; opinions are entertained by thoughtful and iu- remed.es proscribed appear to be temporary the great masters of military science, for seven in life; but I am willing lo vacillate a little iu
most changes, would involve no increase of
Many of them propose, in long months confronted each other from oppos- that direction. (Laughter.) lie proceeds :
in.
At our request he lias written out for pub- leaving the barn, she had a presentment of I tulligeut men, hud proscription, fierce aud vin- in their character.
dictive as it may be, will fail to harmonize ac- certain contingencies, to issue mote bends, us ing bauss. Ditches and earthworks may be
“It Is ai*o apparent that if moored it would tail to be
expenses.
Many places in our State—Bangor, lication, what was intended for
the
aud
that
she
felt
Inkind,
strangest
private
says
If the bonds already in existence were not ab- seeu on all sides, but where are the farms, the permanent, try reason ot the peridsieut and united lio-ul
tion or sentiment upon the subject.
Bath. Rockland, a :.—have in d it, and with
class ol citizens influential and poweilul, and
that
the child was out of doors, and that
it)' ot
struction, the following article; and we doubt
The President ol tbe United States iu his last sorbing the means and consuming the substance orchards, aud the gardens, tile corn, the fruit, whose
iultin-nce aud power ate rat,idly iucrea-inp.
icelicut results, us weieuru; as is the ease
the fierce bird of prey was pouucing down annual message, remembering his early strug- of the people. That relief which comes from and the flowers? These rich valleys, like Westnot that—alike the horse to find so good a
This is oil.- of the most tearful declarations
ih some oi the other States.
It has Suits
the burden will not meet my appro- ern prairies, spread out before you, bn. no fence ,
friend and eulogist, and the purchaser to learn upon it ; but when, iu a moment after, she gles sympathizing with those who, are now eu-; increasing
that ever proceeded from any ot the departobstructs
tile
no sound breaks the i
bation.
Tbe
situation
of
and
our
aud
affairs
avor tiie recommendations of your most eudesperate
view,
dillieulties,
greater
desiring
how to select a good one,—will be thankful for beheld the great tyrant of the air rise above ij countering
ments of our Government.
And is it true that
i'here re- :
that a time should come when poverty should j is rendered perfectly manifest by the ooutlict- solemn silence that reigns around,
hteiied educators.
Vet, as the report pro- it.
the Bresidtnt and his Cabinet have become the
the housetop, with the little child in its tal- i
lift up Its head and rejoice, aud when labor! iug aud contradictory measures advocated by main, however, some evidences of a banished
act enabling
i-cs, au
rather than compelling
ons, she grew dizzy aud fell to the ground. should be emancipated from the thraldom of! statesmen of great capacity aud of enlarged civilization. Now aud then a single chimney, agents and the servants of a privileged ''lass,
I11E HOUSE.
and that Congress, forgetful of its solemn
..istu.-i 'n adopt
ii, so as to avoid the friction
Her weakness, however did not continue capital, ventured to give utterance to an idea j experience. Scarcely any two agree, aud yet liiie a monumental column, points you to the
duties to the sovereign people, protects HuThis noble animal is so intimately connected
It
bears
no lettered scroll;
one has the utmost confidence iu the wiseach
bat
slid
it
iu
been
incident to novel and compulsory measures,
had
past.
which
unexpressed
floating
his;
the cold air blowing across her face
nch in order that the scourge may be applied
of happiness and home,
aud associated with our every-day life, that a long,
of his own scheme.
dom
aud
its
liven
if
it
warmth:
than
a year.
were
for
more
brain
speaks
policy
would, we think, be the liue policy.
with more iatal effect lo lire productive iiidusrevived her quickly, aud jumping on her
heresy, the generous impulse which prompted ; The speech of the distinguished Senator from has been a comfort to ago, aud sparkling eyes
I eiirher.s'institutes. The Report recom- word in his praise, in a paper devoted to agri- feet aud
round wildly, she saw the i it should have been a shield to protect it from j Indiana iu support of his proposition was an and ruddy faces have reflected its light, iiut i try ol the country? From lire decision ol Uugazing
Secretary 1 appeal to tlie grand inquest ot liemends one ot these tor eacli County, to contin- culture, and its kindred arts and sciences, may
eagle disappearing over the woods iu the I assault. Hut hardly had the words talleii Irom effort of great vigor, and as au intellectual dis- the scene inis been changed. The thunder nuiiou
not seem out of place.
upou lhe distinct issue that wealth and
Of all animals with
cloud of war drew near and more near until |
would
with
to
ten days,—cost £.>0u.0o each, or -S4.s00.00 a
of
the
reader
when
Senators
the
compare
favorably
play
direction of the Cumberland river.
sprung
lips
anything
.She
j
influence are not good grounds lor the exempwhich we arc acquainted, the Ilorse is, perhaps,
to de- that has been lately delivered iu this Chamber. its angry flashes gave fearful warning of apin
feet
aud
their
phrase
proceeded
angry
was filled with but one
> ear. lor the Slate, to bo paid by the .State.
impulse—to rescue uouucc and condemn it. But the theme was j He began bis voyage amid the couvulslous of proaching doom. The mother kneels at the tion ot any portion of our citizens from their
most calculated to inspire the beholder with
the little boy. She became as one frantic,
Uul while no doubt they would be productive
just and equal proportion in all the respons.
changed. A wail for the dead fell iu sad and revolutions, circumnavigated the globe, visit- family altar, invokes the blessing of Elijah's
admiration ; and of all quadrupeds, does un- tor
I much good, t wo serious objections, we think,
she had a remarkable affection for the mournful accents upon tile ear; eulogies of iug England, Germany, France aud Spain, and, God, aud goes fort it with her children a lugi- ties ol government. Neither policy nor vvidom lior justice demands all exemption in favui
in liis general aspect, present the child.
She rushed forward, bounded over j Stevous followed the censures of Johnson, aud more fortunate than Captain Cook, he entered tive in the land. Every thing that will burn I ot
de* against Mem.
One is their bad reputation, doubtedly,
those who are most able to pay.
to the flames, and the chimney stands
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most
aud
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and
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funeral
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form,
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fence as if endowed with the lightness
me ten year.- ago we had, for several years,
ill the plan ol resumption proposed by the
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streamers,
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to
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And we can say ol
agility of a deer, dashed iuto the wood, for a season the thunders that had been play- and impelled by pleasant breezes. (Great |j iu his work of re-establishing metes an 1 able Senator from lud'atia his own misgiving*
.y the >.i.a tiling,
and gallant, arching crest, dark and
lie: great Trojan Hero said from his ; eye, flowing mane,
as to the result are shadowed forth.
tangled as it was, not taking time ing around the head of the living statesman.
Why does
laughter.) lie came overland from California, boundary lines.
six months' additional time to the
tail, aud powerful quarters, expanded and to hnut out footpaths, or cow tracks.
1 do hope that no gentleman will take excep- developing a sufficiency of gold iu that State i
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111 which miserable
Oilier portions of Virginia may have suffered he allow
things 1 j wavy
ine m nucin that a buna jub
National banks?
I am about to sav,
We have had and the Territories to pay our debts aud put
almost transparent nostril, clean sinewy limbs,
a.eg [mu nt which 1 was,”—that
less, but I honestly believe that ih people of
instinctively felt that the thieving bird tion to winu
they |
lakes place on the [‘art of the GovIf there be us oil the high road to prosperity, aud after all that State are not
discord and disseution enough.
! and nervous, elastic style of action, are all so I would keep iu a
for specie payments, resumption
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:ov.ii la.juris,
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ernment the banks will be able to rc.Acimt
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whose warlike spirit prompts he returns to us with courage on his brow and and that
one
any great contract! iu of the currency
I
points of attraction aud beauty, that they ! in a straight line also.
With the strength him among
causes pi
There is nothing in their business nor iiyihcii
ductug like effects. For, a majority many
to deeds of chivalry, let him go to Turkey a constitution invigorated by the toils and dan- would involve them iu ruin.
could enThey
cannot fail of attracting the attention oi the j aud
isoii. intending to become
unshrinking courage of a strong man or to Greece and light it out on that line, bear- gers through which he has passed. (Renewed dure a gentle inflation, but they will scarcely; situation that ommeiids them in uu especi.u
learners, :i:iu
to the
care of Congress.
: most indifferent observers, and
arousing their who has become suddenly deranged, she ing with him the glad tidings that all is quiet laughter.) If his discoveries should prove of survive a further contraction, I know n >t how manner sixteen idstenug
a. w ii: u
: a; lend ti.e-ut. I ree tuition
through
hundred or more in number,
[Laughter.] Approving little value to the currency of the country, we others may feel, but as for iny single seif 1 con- They are
admiration and sympathy for this beautiful and dashed the undergrowth aside, crossed the on the Potomac.”
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the
and
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oral
I
Stale,
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board,
the sentiment put forth by the cau at least rejoice at the restoration of his fess to a weakness for the old commonwealth with a capital ot $400,UU0,UU0, upou which they
ravines as if she had beeu on a level plain, aud endorsing
animal.
the government a yearly interest of
iereiy non;ii.ai cos:, through tiie hospitality of I grand
veteran who ise re long to preside over our des- health. Whatever may be thought of the speech of Virginia.
If she has sinned in the sight of, draw iroin
Man's passion lor the horse dates back to his spurned the fallen trees aud jagged rocks tiuies, and animated by the same pacille dispo- in other respects, it will be the unanimous verThis sum is paid to them will:
$:i4,000,000.
tti" citi.i! ns, made them a
Heaven
and
aud
earth
have
witnessed
the
Heaven,
cheap
very pleasthe privilege of fleecing the people out of Sod.as if
were the smoothest and softest sition, i say now, henceforth and forever, dict of candid men that it is the most cheering terrible retribution.
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hoiiday season, a sort of matrimonial fair,
They are probably as wed to
Let us have peace.” [Great Laughter.] The and hopeful presentation of our financial affairs ginia, tile long past rises before us, and we are i 000,000 more.
The patch of wood was fully a mile
In- moss.
which hole about the same relation to educa- i no nation or class of ilia human family.
lint the
without respect to race or color, that will be made during the present genera- li- ijucuueu wiui l;it* neroes, me statesmen, ;.utl do as any instil utious in the country,
country,
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through, but the girl made the would be more pr .sperous and if vve could only tion.
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not
intended entirely lor their
tion as horse racing shows do to agriculture. | deed, comparatively, there are but lew persons
the philosopher^ of other days.
The sword of provision
are required to hold an amount
who take up interest in his history, or pleasure run to the other edge of it without feeling have peace.
i lie secretary ot the treasury, with the am- her
As it would be an endless underWashington haugs in ihe L’a'eut Olllee, aud benefit. They
Besides, at iaige cost to the people, tiie State
in the least
ol greenbacks equal to 'lieu* circulation; and
the wood, taking to attempt a reference to all that lias ; plest means of information, seems to be puz- there too, is his camp an 1 his
in
fatigued.
and
Beyond
him.
furniture,
There
be
training
camp
is
driving
may
running two Noirnal Schools, whose office
in
of their
the
the
the financial
zied aud bewildered
r«<»i»ttsEw
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aud between it aud the river lay a patch of been said or written upou
ques- |
is ti do wed Wi.at tbe.se institutes call do but animals as useful to man, but none with so
cleared ground, partly marshy aud partly tiou, I shall coniine my remarks to a very oriel
a
hold
the
affections
and
taken
upon
review of some of the positions
sympaby the
imperfectly ; and tiie lesuU will be precisely strong
full of old stumps.
When she
In our long and weary journeys, cornfield,
what we >ee in linanciul matters,—teachers thies as he.
distinguished Senator from Indiana (Mr. Morleft the wood, and had a clear view, she
ton,) and shall rely for mv facts entirely upon
wi
pieiei cheap ami imperfect schools, as the he is at once our companion and servant; alike saw the
eagle as if he were inclined to the reports of the Treasurer and Secretary of
multitude do a cheap and base currency to one patient and unflinchingly courageous in the
Treasury.
alight with his burden somewhere iu the theThese
that is solid and enduring; so that the effect of ; quiet business of private life, aud in the tierce
gentlemen, however widely they may
of the river.
This gave her
neighborhood
differ in other respects, concur in the utter dethe Institutes will be lo withdraw the larger | struggle aud smoky din of the battle-field! ]
new courage and fresh
she
aud
ran
hope,
testation, scorn aud contempt which they enportion ol the pupils from the Normal Schools, With silent submission he awaits his master’s forward with increased
It lucklily tertain toward repudiation. Language would
speed.
ust as cheap paper money lias all gold and sil- j pleasure, and moves only at his bidding.
His
express the horror widen would seize
happened at that time that therew as a man j fail totheir
ver from circulation.
souls at the bare thought that the
And a is a complaint in ! courage is not shaken by heat or cold ; neither
upou
iu
the
hunting
neighboring marshes, aud Government would ever dishonor the very
this Report, page sl. that,ex en without this com hunger nor thirst drive him to rebellion. When
just at the particular morneut when the smallest of its engagements or repudiate any
etit ion, ”5 ouug men and women” do not sulli- restless, he is quieted by the
soothing tones of eagle reached the ground with his burden, of its obligations. A spotless virgin would not
cieu:
avail ihemsi its : the advantages ol his master’s voice, and by the
cheering, eu- a shot went off so dangerously aud alarm- more instinctively fly from the vile presence of
these special I raining schools.'
they would shrink from the con| couraging sounds of the same voice is aroused ingly near him, (for the hunter was behind a seducer than
influence of a man so iost to shame
Ii these inherent objections are not fatal tc to the noblest efforts to do his will; in
taminating
fact, a clump of bushes, ubout 20 yards off, aud as to breaLhe a
suspicion against the national
the valuable qualities of this noble servant of
a second trial of these institutes, the time is.
had his back towards the eagle and the honor. [Laughter.] Such a crime would sink
For when taxation, national, .-.tale a.ui munici- man are suggested by the experience oi each
child,) that he mounted into the air again, him so low iu their estimation that repentance
aud remorse could never raise him Irom the |
pal, is bearing like a fearful incubus alike and ail of our readers;—his invaluable services but without his burden. The
pursuing girl
of his degradation.
upon production, capital and labor; and when ; in war, iu the chase, in travel, aud last, but by was filled with joy when she beheld the bird depth
It is a fact that good morals and good characfrom high prices and small incomes, the peo- no means least, in agriculture, are known to all, rise without the child.
But fearing he ter depends upon the observance of good faith
|
ple are crying—“what shall we do to he saved” | and have been experienced by man in every would return as ho seemed inclined to do, iu all transactions public aud private. It is
i
from want,—it is at once a blunder and a crime ; portion of the known world.
Although our she set up a vigorous shouting as she ran, equally true that profession an practice are
not always travelling companions iu this world.
to add to these grevious burdens; especially people dilfer much in their opinion, as to the which attracted the
hunter’s attention iu
Repudiation, hideous as it mar appear, is not
lor ol ji is where expciience shows such doubt- color, style of movement, &c., oi their
driving that direction, who, seeing the eagle quite j such a stranger in this land as to startle us by
1
ini unlit).
And while measures of certain or horses, yet the desire to own a free, nimble near him, aud a
lady rushing down the a novelty. Instances occur very late in our
even seeming, necessity shah ever have our
driver, is nearly universal, and might almost slope with streaming hair aud garments, ! history. The patriots of the Revolution, withand wildly shoutiug, concluded at once that out an effort at redemption, abandoned the pagenerous support, we must raise our voice, es- be styled a national characteristic.
per currency which had been paid to the fannWith
these
few
ill
like
times
remarks in lavor of the there was something strange, and, perhaps,j ers who fed and clothed the soldiers who
pecially
these, against the expendiThe last act of repudiation is of reture of public money for any and all schemes j horse, 1 propose to point out some of the dreadful iu his immediate vicinity, and he fought.
also set up a vigorous hallooing, and pro- cent date, aud consisted in appropriating a
which conn* not stamped with the test, "for | marks of a good business, or carriage horse.
ceeded to load his gun with much precipi- large amount of private property to puolic
value received.'
! SIGNS or
A
use without any consideration to the owner.
GOOD 110RSK, AND HINTS TO PlJIttation, forgetting to go after the game he The Constitution provides:
Next week we snail notice the other proposCIIASKItS OF THEM.
had
shot.
The eagle soon became
>d measures.
just
“No person shall be deprived of property without dne
In regard to selecting a horse lor
your ear* aware of the formidable opposition he would process of law; nor shah private property be taken for
uso without just compensation.”
publie
i ‘‘‘age and general use, It Is not to he supposed meet if he attempted to
recapture, his prey, : iu pursuance ot tuts provision
Congress
that any written rules can be laid
its rsKs ax\i> Auroiis.
down, or des- aud, thinking better of it, he wheeled round : passed it law allowing loyal owners §300 each
cription given, that will enable a purchaser to and swung himself, in oue grand swoop, | for the slaves enlisted in the war. CommisLast week ivt- spoke ol kerosene explosions,
have the keen perception and
appointed to hear and determine
discriminating across the river, aud disappeared behind I sioners were
sale and unsafe kinds ol oil, £e.
Let us now
the claims, but before a dollar was paid the law
eye, or the regard to form and motion, and the the shelving rock which forms its opposite j
was suspended, aud the debt virtually repudiconsider sonde of ils other dangers.
rapid, searching glance at defects, with which bank at that point, before a shot from the i ted. The law itself was a very
feeble attempt
We often lieur and read of persons being
an experienced horseman seems to be eudow- hunter’s guu was
ready to speed its flight to meet the requirements ol the Consiitution,
found dead in their chambers from tile mistake
to
as
its
bold
heart.
the
When
full value of
the girl came
just compensation implies
still, some hints can be given which will
in blowing out the gas light instead of shut- jed;
Men were stripped of their
down
to the liuuter, she fell stiff', and was the property.
aid,
in
their
somewhat,
selecmany purchasers
earnings, widows of their dowry, orphans of
ting it oif; two persons in 1 his city recently, | tion. Before
attempting to purchase, he should not able even to indicate what was the mat- their inheritance, aud the soldier who followed
from that cause, coming very near such a fate. I
While the rough gallant was endeav- the
determine lu his own mind what kind of a horse ter.
llag from the beginning to the end ol the war
The leason is that the gas contains several
he wants for his business,—both as to size and oring to restore her to consciousness, he had to submit quietly to the repudiation of his
claim.
substances, as carbon, hydrogen, &c., which,
general qualities; for the value of a horse de- heard the scream of a child, aud leaving
The Constitutional provision to which I have
when inhaled into the lungs m sufficient quanthe
he
went
toward
slowly recovering girl,
pends upon his adaptation to the kind of busiadverted was iu full lorce at llielime when the
the
tities, poison the blood and cause death oy ness
where
the
spot
screaming came from, act was done. The Constitution was the surequired of him.
suffocation.
aud beheld a fine, healthy,
For a common carriage horse, experience
rosy boy, with preme law of the land, or, as Mr. Webster has
Now kerosene, as we have shown in previous
torn clothes, but otherwise
forcibly expressed it, it was the bond, aud tbe
has tuught that one of medium size will generuninjured, eu-! sole
articles. Is composed of essentially the same
bond, oi our Union. No civil oilieer could
to rise upon his little feet.
The
deavoring
ally be found to be the most lasting, as they
enter upon the discharge of his duties until he
elements us Illuminating gas; both
tears
streamed
down
his
innocent
resulting nre generally the most compact In form; usucheeks, had taken a solemn oath to support it. Iu view
aud his face wore a mofct hideous expres- of these facts 1 would ask
the same thing and process—the distillation of
any honest man to
ally possess a hardy constitution; are nimble,
sion.
He took the baby in his arms and lay his baud upon his heart and say if the peobituminous coal; a high heat giving gas; a
and
motion.
The
easy
gracefulin
heightshould carried it to the
ple of Kentucky have been rightfully deprived
So that the gas, that
lower one kerosene.
girl, who was now sufficient- of
he from fifteen to sixteen hands, and weight
the property which they held uuder the
recovered to cempreheud that her belovwhich you “smell in burning kerosene, is prely
double guarantee of Constitution aud of law?
from nine to ten hundred lbs.; the back should
ed
was
safe.
She
charge
clasped it to her bo- i do not ask him to decide it by the Declaration
cisely the same thing, In nature and danger as he short and straight; the shoulders deep,
som, covered it with kisses, aud wept with of Independence, nor by the star-spangledthat which kills people in ilieir chambers, difbroad, and slanting back at an angle of fortyIn the meantime the mother and fa- banner, nor by the higher law (laughter), but
fering only in amount. The one, small in quan- live degrees, and the point well forward ; broad joy.
of the child had returned home, and by the sacred compact which our fathers formther
tity, infuses its poison, littie by little, into the across the loins and stifle; the legs should not
ed lor our Government, by the charter which
finding it empty, with no sign to indicate secures our liberties, by the Constitution which
system, lo produce, by insensible degrees, he too long, and should he wide, flat,
bouy, and where the inmates were
gone, save a buck- i was intended to protect our prosperity.
sickness and death; enormous in the aggre- free
from flesh below the knees and hocks; et of
spilled milk out near the barn, where 1 Lest a returning sense of justice should ingate; the other, lay its intensity, kill in an hour, above these joints they should he lull and musthe girl had left it in her flight, they be- duce some legislative body to make some repashocks by its suddenness, but, through Us rare- cular.
ration for the wrong inflicted upon a loyal comThe head, generally, should he small,1 came anxious aud
j
uneasy ; but the return i munity, the fourth section of the fourteenth
ness, destroys far less than tire other.
clean and bouy; the nostril expanded; flue of the
the
hunter and the wonder-, amedtneut provides that neither the United
servant,
This is not fancy, but a conclusion arrived muzzle: wide
between the eyes; small ears, j ful little
voyageur, who had the most thrill- States nor any State shall ever pay for the loss
at from long and extensive observation.
Inneatly set on; the neck rather light and short, i ing adventure that was ever heard of, re- or emancipation of any slave, but that such
creased frequency of diseases ot the lungs as the
shall be held illegal aud void. This
reverse, as well as a heavy head. Induce j stored them to
trapquility. There was a obligation
clause is retroactive and nullifies the force of
and air passages, producing sure throats and
stumbling; but using strong and promptly truly merry and joyous Christmas in that!
exiBtlng obligations, and how far it would recoughs, attest its truth; even that scourge, from the shoulders and withers, and tapering household. [Nashville Press.
ceive the sanction of our highest judicial tribu-

by

difficulties of the ;

even down t > ills pewter plates, held as the saHo shows very clearly that Web- cred memorials of a
situation.
patriotism which endured
ster and himself were alike inimical to a depre- all
things for his country’s sake. Jcifersoii and
aud
ciated currency,
by extending his research- the Declaration, ami Madison and the Consties he might have discovered that other men
tution, the eloquence of Henry, the learning of
entertained similar opinions on that subject. Marshall all
protest against the divorce which
He
recommends that Congress severs the bonds of union and
(Laughter.)
degrades Virginshall pass a law legalizing gold contracts, and ia from her
position oi equality in the family of
I can see no particular objection to that prop- Stales.
Dismembered aud divided, spurned
If persons desire to pay aud receive aud insulted, sutie
osition.
ring and bleeding, the frail
I
would
make
it
lawful for them and tottering remnant of her former seif, if we
good money
to do so.
In his opinion it is of the highest can not alleviate, let us do
nothing to increase
importance that the tax-paying voters should tlie calamities which overwhelm her already.
be encouraged by the fact that the debt is in Neither the vicissitudes throu li which she lias
progress of rapid extinguishment. I would passed, nor the furnace of affliction in which
like to oblige the Secretary very much, but I she walks at
present, have ever been able to
cannot encourage tax payers by any assurance. extort from her oue word of
complaint or reIdo not believe that the public debt of the United
proach. If it is believed that Mie can be driven
States ever can be paid, aud the facts upon which or pel'suari*. d to a
profe.-sion of the Radical
this judgment is based are drawn chiefly from creed, it is a
mistake; she will live aud die in
the report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
i tlie faith which has been hau led down from the
The Treasurer, who is a gentleman of the ; fathers.
oldentime, and who speaks about what he
It is assumed that gold will come to this
thinks, has indulged in some tolerably plain country when it is needed. In my opinion it
talk upon this question. The lower grades of will be needed a
long Lime before it will come.
this fractional currency authorized by Con- When our exports and sales in
foreign counare
most
offensive
and
to
his
tries
shall
gress
exceed our imports that excess wil
disgusting
aud
smell.
taste
He
calls
be
to
us
sigut,
iu gold.
(Laughter.)
paid
it “an almost worthless, irredeemable, poisonAnother assumption is that greenbacks will
ous and stinking copper and nickel token curenhance in value a-> soon as an act of Congress
rency." lie waxes warm as the argument pro- shall tlx a day for the resumption of specie
ceeds, until he challenges the world to show as payments. Tne ability ol a debtor to meet his
mean a government as ours (laughter) and deobligations is of more consequence iu the eyes
clares that an individual guilty of such prac- of creditors than
any promises or pledges he
tices would be branded as a twopenny thief aud may make
upon that subject. If iie is in doubtconsigned to a house of correction. The gov- ful or failing circumstances, it is certainly pruernment is accused of fraud aud open repudia- dent to name a distant
day, and this p ■-..•caution
tion ; but of all his charges there are none so has been
proposed ti the Senate.
damaging anti disparaging, so unwarrantable
Hut tlie great question is. can the Governaud unjust, as the comparison to a twopenny
ment meet Us liabilities?
Tlie report of the
thief.
(Laughter.) This effort to degrade the Secretary of tlie
Treasury shows that for the
government by intimating that Its operations last three
years and seven months the average
are contlued to a retail business is a surprising
annual expenditure in payment of interest and
misconception ; but as it was prompted by sud- other demands
has been §508.d4G,GGI.G8, and
den excitement, and is evidently not the result
that during that time the public debt, instead
of deliberate malice, we may hope that time
of being diminished, has been increased by the
aud reflection may induce the author to modiaddition of §1G0,175,475.48. In three years and
fy or retract tile aspersion. (Laughter.)
seven months annost tsvo thousand million dolDepreciated paper is the object of assault lars have been expended, and the debt is
larger
on all sides, and those who forced it upon the
than it was at the close of the war.
The Seccouutry are now its deadliest foes, z speedy
retary says that if it had not been for the L’aresumption of specie payments, with or with- ciiie
Railroad, the purchase of Alaska and other
out the means, is advocated as a sure defence
estimates, which he believes to be substantialagainst all the dangers that surround us. That
ly correct, the debt would have been smaller.
redundancy of of currency of which we hear Hut such contingencies are as
likely to happen
so much may exist in the region where the
in the future as in the past, and the fact stands
bondholders live, but in the agricultural dlsas stated.
While the debt lias been thus rapidtistiicts there is no such complaint. In my
the resources of the Government
section the people are neither given to idleness ly Increasing,
for its liquidation have been more rapidly denor to luxury.
They have never had the wealth
as
ths
tables will show :
to indulge the one nor to support the other; dining,
aud a man who enjoyed both would not bo a The receipts from internal revenue for the
1860
were
year
$399,226,013.43
Intelli- The receipts from internal revenue for ISO?
very respectable member of society.
were
gent labor is industriously applied to a iruit266,027,537.43
ful soil, but still money is so scarce that any The receipts from internal revenue lor 1868
were
191,0S7,5S9.41
contraction of the currency would operate most The estimate
receipts for 1S09 are
14',2u9,014.uo
injuriously upon the agricultural and mechanThe receipts from customs fur the last three
ical interests.
years have beeu as follows :
JLet it not be said that i am or have been the
For the
JS00
$179,040,051.58
friend of the paper money, or of any of the For the year ISO?
l?0,4l?,slu.SS
year
that
have
fed
and
fat- For the year ISOS
overgrown monopolies
104,404,599.50
tened upon public plunder until they defy the
This statement, which is taken from the reconstitutional authorities of government. The
port of tile Secretary of the Treasury, points
resumption of specie payments, if we were rather to deficiency bills titan to the payment
to
it
is
admitted
on
all
hands
resume,
ready
of the public debt.
Hut the most alarming
would be attended by a great enhancement ol leature connected with our
multiplied embarthe value of paper money. A dollar in gold, rassments is that our
precious metals aud out
instead of being worth a dollar .aid thirty-live
gold-bearing bonds are leaving ns and going to
ceuts would be exchanged at par, or the preEurope. California aud the Territories in me
mium of thirty-live per cent, of gold over green- last
twenty years have produced in gold and
backs would no longer exist.
So that a man silver
upward of $1,300,000,000, and of this
in
would
have
it
holding $100,000
greenbacks
amount 81,100,000,000 have departed from our
raised
to
the
value
of
in
that
suddenly
$135,000
shores.
currency. But the people of the United States
Nor is that all; more than six hundred milare not all bankers and bondholders.
The great lion dollars of our gold-bearing bonds are now
of
them
derive
no
from
the
one
majority
profit
in tlte hands of European capitalists, and beor the other, and the interests of this class, sides this
they hold in State stocks and other
to
are
eutitled
to
some
one,
numbering twenty
securities more than two hundred million dolconsideration at the hands of Congress in its lars ; and the Secretary
says that we are even
efiorts to solve the financial question. The now
increasing our debt to Europo at the rate

day
iv>umpuou
>
salety-valves to Withhold the
lor
presentation
payment
greenbacks
1'hesC banks are general.y conducted by men
ol sagacity and loresigut in iniauciai aiiairs.
ivuowmg that guu.l uiivler any eireuuistaucc*
would be as good as greenbacks, p. is lair t
by postponing

aie

rdnd

on as

Hum

>

presume that each batik Would have a tru* *
agent in Washington on the iiistday oi J.dy,
1671, and all ul Uieiti would be instructed tot
convenient to the Treasury Department w..
tue hour oi resumption should arrive ; and vv lien
if dal come, without the sound oi a iinim oi
the note oi a bugle, they would move to in
onset.
“Fi m-paeed uud slow, a mthoI
bull us Hie breeze*, but Urea.ilul

Imhh tlu-\ lu
as inc o." :u.

(Great laughter.)

i n
ii the Secretary should d< so t :oink
to his customers, b vv
hundred money conn.ms
a force ot sixteen
Let him appoint mat nu.n
meet the demand.
ber and the sun of mat day win set upon an
dn igia;.
empty treasury,
■
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Iiogislativo.
Thursday, 1-Vb. li
Committee on Jud; :iarv r. p >,
In Senate.
L-d an Act to incorporate the Win' rpnn C> in
etury Association.
In the House
Mr. Kinks, irom the i nn
inii tec on Railroads, Ways and Bridges, ou p
tiliou, reported bill an act to amend firm-v
acts, ami additional then Ij, reiai ing 10 tin- Ken
uebec & Wiscasset Railroad Company.
Mr. Clark, from tiie Committee on Claim-,
on petition of Mathias Y. Ciiiluan for reimbursement of aid furnished a soldier, reporie I
leave to wllhdruw
Mr. McCausiand, Irom same committee, on
petition of Bickford C. Mathews, reported leave
to withdraw.
Au act to authorize llie I'ortiand, Stcu
Portsmouth K. II. Cafcjipauy l-i t ike slock in
the Portland, Bangor & Machias S-e.iu»l>.,:it
Company was also rep >rlcd.
Mr. Hubbard, from Judiciary Commiti.— i,
ported bill au act to iuc-orporate the Bo.doba)

village corporation.
Mr. Folsom, from the Committee on Interioi
Waters, on bill an act to authorize S.tmuclA
mis to maiutaiu his wharf in Custine, repoi; -o
the same ouglit to pass.
Mr. Hincks, by leave, laid oil tiie labh Idd
ui act to increase the capiial stock ot Hu- IV
lobscot Bay and River Railroad Company.

Friday, Felt. It*.
In Senate.
On moti.m of Mr. Metcalf, hid
an act relating to the taking oi menhaden or
porgies 111 the waters of Maine, was t.ik. n up
mil passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Murray, bill ail act to regBute the sale of milk, was taken from tiie tit
lie and passed to be engrossed.
Bill an act to repeal chap. 4-Is of the. Special
Raws of 18GS, entitled an act to prevent the
.lirowing of slabs, &e, into the Penobscot river,
was presented and referred.

Saturday,

Feb. R).

Mr. West, from Committee ou Interior Wa,ers, reported bill an act to authorize John Bird
-t als., to extend a wharf into tide waters at

dockland.
House. Ordered,

That

the Committee

..u

he

Judiciary be directed to inquire into tinexpediency and propriety of amendin'; public
uws of 1858, chap. 33, sect, o, so as to make it
abligatory for cities and towns to appoint
agents.

Ordered, That the same Committee be directid to inquire into tiie expediency of amending
the statutes relating to divorc e.
The Committee on lutorior Water.-, on petition of John Mclntire, reported bill an avt authorizing the rebuilding and maintaining m a
wharf known as the Swcetland wharf in Ruckport Harbor.
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Uurriell'A Jiorderer Confess^*

Matters.

Considerable canvassing of the members ol
the Senate has taken place to test the sense ol
that body relative to the suffrage amendment
as it passed the House.
The result of this

New Yokk, Feb. 17.
This city was startled this morning by
the publication in the World of the confesshows that the action of the Senate is
sion of Charles Jefferds that ho was the; sifting
somewhat doubtful, tiie Republican Senators
It will be re- being pretty well divided upon the House resomurderer of Dr. Burdell.
membered that Jefferds himself was mur- lution. Senator Stewart, who takes charge in
dered by a fellow convict in Sing Sing pris- the Senate of the proposed amendment, has
of obtaining a sufficient number of votes
on a few months ago, where lie was con-1 hopes
to carry a motion to refer tiie resolution to a
fined under sentence of death for the mur- Committee of Conference, which motion lie
of Matthews. The confession of Jefferds proposes to make. Rut failing on that, lie will
was given to the writer
by the officer to ! move that the Senate concur with the House
whom it was made, and who, not five hours amendment. There is much anxiety manifested by the Republicans on the subject, as they
alter it was made, took Jefferds iuto custo-!
regard this opportunity as the only hope of
or
caused
his arrest, on the charge of’ carrying the ^amendment.
Left to a future
dy,
Congress, the probability is that a two-thirds
committing the double murder of Walton | vote
could not be obtained iu favor of the reand Matthews.
The horrible confession is
solution.
as follows :
Jefferds stated to the detectTHE civ il. OFFICE TENURE ACT.
ive that on the fatal night he was
visiting
The fate of the bill to repeal the Civil Office
at the Burdell House and was in the
par- Tenure Act is yet in some doubt, out the inlor with the young girls and was playing dications of seutimeut are that the act will not
the banjo for their amusement.
The banjo.: be repealed, but will be modified so as to give
the President the right to appoint and remove
he said, belonged to him and not to Snod- i
Cabinet officers at will, and also making some
grass, as bad before been stated, Snodgrass S changes as to the mode of suspending officers
being able to thumb on it a little. Dr. during tiie recess of the Senate.
Burdell I'lime in and met Mrs. Cunningham,
TIIE HANKING BII.I..
with whom he had a vioieut quarrel, after \
The Senate Committee on Finance decided to
which lie proceeded at once to his room, strike out of the House Banking Bill, Coburn’s
j
Jefferds then went to the room of Mrs. I redistribution section, and they will probably
insert therefor the Senate Committee’s own
Cunningham, and hearing from her the
provision to increase tiie National Bank curticulars of the quarrel, lie became much
rency twenty millions. This increase, it is excensed against Burdell, and volunteered to pected, will of course got to the Western and
Southern banks. The belief founded upon a
“go up stairs and do lor the old rascal.” careful
counting of noses is, that the House
.1.
lie
was
proposition
encouraged by hill will Anally pass the Senate without material
Mrs.
Cunningham, and lie resolved he change; also, the same interests and combinawould do it. Accordingly, drawing a two- tions are found at work in tiie Senate to carry
through as proved potent iu the House. The
edged, slender dagger which he habitually it
Senators regard the proposition to prohibit the
carried and being informed by her the exSecretary of the Treasury from selling gold
act position of the Doctor’s room, lie
pro- and bonds secretly, and payiug commissions
ceeded stealthily up stairs.
The Doctor therefore, as necessary legislation, and there
is no doubt that it will become a law. Tiie
was seated at his desk,
looking over some President
being likewise averse to this perniciSo engaged
papers by a single gas light.
ous practice, will of course approve the bill.
was he that he did not hear the
of
his
step
HIE TAX BILL.
murderer, and the first intimation lie had of The Senate
Finance
Committee is also
danger was a sudden blow struck from he- posed to taking up the Tax Bill, especially opon
hind over his shoulder and aimed at his jaccount of the
seeming impossibility of getting
heart.
tbrongh with it before the close of the session.
ihe blow was instantly repeated, aud There is, however a powerful lobby here urging
favorable action
two features of the bill,
again reiterated as rapidly as the uervous whether any otherupon
ho considered or not. These
of
the
assasin
could
wield
the
knife.
energy
features are tiie extension of tiie time for reAVilh a shout of “murder” the doomed mau moving whiskey in bond, and the modification
sprang from his chair and grappled with of the tobacco tax. The \vhiskey extension
Jefferds. They struggled from side to side proviso was smuggled through the House when
it was in a dozy evening session, and when
of the room,
the chairs aud

par-1

in-j

overthrowing
there was a
dragging the table out of place, the doctor probably be
striving to seize Ihe dirk or to hold the winding up

murderous arm, the every blow of which
was cutting away his life.
“At one time,” said Jefferds, "the old fellow caught my arm aud twisted me against
the wall, aud for a minute I thought he’d be
too many for me, but I put my hand against
the wall and saved myself from going down,
und with the other I reached under aud hit
him in the kidneys and that fetched him.
it was our lighting about the room that
made the blood fly so about the walls.
The
old follow was stronger than I gave him
credit for aud we had a mighty tough turnhie of it, but you see 1 had the knife aud I
kept all the time jabbing him with that, aud
lie bled a great deal aud that weakened
him 1 suppose.
Yes Sir, I did the little job
myself,” then musing a minute as if to recall the scene more clearly he continued :
"Acs 1 did for him, but he fought like the
I once thought he had got the best
devil.
of me, but the punch in the ribs fetched
him.” Here he sat a minute, still thinking,
and then continued ; “Did you go into the
room? AYell, you remember the map that
hung on the wall. Well, they could have
found the marks oi my hand on that map it
they had looked, i face when he nearly turned me J threw my hand back aud it struck
Hat against the wall or the map. That’s the
time L thought he’d be loo many for me.
But the blood weakened him, 1 s’pose, for
I soon got him under again and that’s when
1 hit him in the ribs and fetched him.”
The murder accomplished, Jefferds left,
the room and was let out of the house bv
one of the inmates
by whom all necessary
precautions were taken afterward to cover
up the tracks of the real murderer and cast
suspicion in other directions.

j

j
!

slim attendance. The Senate will
more cautions of its action on this
of the most gigantic scheme to
swindle tiie Government that ever before
proved even partially successful. Should the
Senate pass it there is scarcely a doubt that
the President would pocket the bill, and it
would therefore fail.

cheating—this squandering of the resources
of the country—this increase of. the public

3mxmL

ftqniblicmt

SUFFRAGE AMENDMENT.

debt—these

exorbitant and constant de-

mands of taxation.
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Here and

there, over the country, will arise
candidates lor Congress upon the siugle issue of
repudiation—and the likeliest place

Administrators, Executors and Guardians dc
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, wil
please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so dl
rected is withheld irom this paper.

for

a

beginning is

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of paper s South.
A
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that will

among the negroes of the
will be formed

repudiation party

carry the elections like

a

wliirl-

will become the watch$&» S. M. Pettknoill & Co., 6 State St., Boston, an l wind.
37 Park Row, New York, ore our authorized Agents io r
word of the dominant party, and the term
procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
S. R Niles. No. 1 Scoilay's Building, Court Street
one of
respect.
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for thi ;
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paper.

Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowes
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Will the bondholders and their friends iu
y Congress be warned in time?

Meeting of the Corporators of the Penobscot Bay and River Railroad.
We dou’t like the word Repudiation. Il
The persons named In the act of Incorporais ugly in its look, in its meaning and in its tion of the Penobscot Bay and River Railroad,
associations.
It is tainted with falsehood, ! from Winterport to Rockland, met in this city,
! at the Court House, ou Monday last, and were
and rank with treachery.
It means bankcalled to order by Hon. N. G. Hichhorn. Dr.
ruptcy, dishonor and moral death. To tilt N. P. Monroe was called to the chair and Capt.
individual it is disgrace, to the nation il Ilezekiah Herrimau appointed Secretary.
is shame.
Remarks explanatory of the purposes and
But the terms of language are in their prospects of the corporation were made by the
Hon. John T. Rowe, and others.
nature convertible.
Ideas only are perma- chairman,
A committee, consisting of David Howe, H.
nent.
The vocabulary is full of words that
H. Johnson, and B. F. Rice, was appointed to
by curious combinations of circumstance nominate a Board of Directors.
Shall We be Driven to

have

changed

and

even

Repudiation?

reversed their

mean

The Location of

Tophet.

[For

the

Journal.]

GENERALITIES.

To the Voters of Belfast.
people of the world have i kellef In
some place of terrible
You will soon bo called upon to give in your
punishment. It is variThe steamers Russia and City of l’arls, reously designated by various people. The an- votes for men to manage the affairs of your city
raced across the Atlantic.
cently
They sailed
cients had such terms as Tartarus, Hades, Plu- for the ensuing year, and it is very important
on the luth, and readied
together
Queenstown
to, Avernus. It is recorded that Mr. Orpheus, that you should selectmen of integrity and cuon the 13th, both together.
They were not out
whose spouse got Into this unhappy locality, pidity. There is one enterprise that.those who
of sight of each other by day during the pasexecuted so fine a solo on his Jew’s harp, that compose the next City Government will have
age.
the guardian let him in, to seek for her. His the control of in a great measure, that is of
The Lake Village (N. H.,) Times mentions
more
first enquiry was “ Wherein h—11 is
to
importance
you than all others, and a man who sent
my wife?”
twenty-five cents for “a splen—a phrase that has been handed down to this that is the Railroad
enterprise.
steel engraving of Andrew Jackson,” nud
Idid
Be
and
not
is
in
a
day,
deceived, fellow citizens. Many of got postage stamp.
frequent use by perplexed husthe men who have done all in their power to
bands.
Judge Harrisou fought a duel uear BladensThe Jews called the place Gehenna, or Ge- kill the road, now come up and say that (hey
burg, last week, with an ex-confederate officer,
are satisfied the road has
henna of fire—and a tolerable Idea of it
got to be built, but in which “the Court" badly wounded Its anmay be
got from the parable of Dives and Lazarus. that they want a different set of men put iu to tagonist.
The Hebrews called the place of punishment manage it. They dare not come out and put up
Ren Butler lias a proposition for reducing
Sheol, which is the original of the word hell in a square anti-Railroad ticket, for they know
the army and turning adrilt some of the offimost instances in the Old
Testament—although that they would he buried so deep that they cers who an- past active service The
Springsome translators hold that its literal
meaning would never rise again. They pretend (hat they field Republican
neatly touches Benjamin ou
is the grave or place of rest.
have
their
to
the
given
up
opposition
road, hop ihc
Still, we think
raw, thus
it undeniable that the
language of the New Ing that they may deceive some of the true
lieu. Butler, having harvested “a good thing"
Testament, as It stands, indicates a place where friends of the enterprise. I hope every Rail- out of the army,
proposes that there shall be
;
considerable discomfort may be experienced In road niaa will be on tils guard, and uot let its uo more wastes, no more
swindlings, no more
lie is a
consequence of the high range of the ther- enemies get in a position where they ran kill sinecures even, in that department.
trifle rough, perhaps, on officers who have
mometer.
It Is a curious fact that the notion the road, for they will surely do it if
they can.
grown old und kept poor in their country’s ser
of Tophet entertained by a
people always em- You can judge what they would do, by what vice: but his zeal for economy and honesty is
bodies the discomfort from which they have they have done. They have taken
We can hardly have too
every means j most commendable.
suffered most. The notion of a
burning hell in their power, fair and unfair, to kill the road, much of it from that quarter, And as for the
old officers whom he proposes to turn
comes from the hot countries of Asia.
The they uot only tried to get an injunction put up- poor
adrilt, they should have known enough to have
Esquiraeaux, that cluster about the North Pole, on the road, and refused to pay their own as- improved their opportunities und
made hay
|
thinks that hell is a place where It is colder sessments, but advised others not to pay. As while tlie shu shone.
than Arctic temperature, and the people spend an Instance, Capt. Sanford wiio subscribed for
Mrs. Gen. Grunt Is cross-eyed,
their lives In clias lug seals that they never over- Five Thousand Dollars stock iu the road, aui The colored people ut Washington will have
thorized his Agent heie somefouror five weeks
take.
i an inauguration ball of their own, and iu order
In these latter days every Individual aud call- ago to draw upon him for his assessment. Cor
not to be exclusive, will invite Gen. Graut.
ing has a special Gehenna. The lawyer finds tain men here, after learning the fac; advised
The Gardiner Gas Co. divides three, per eent
him uot to pay, telling him that
it when an Important witness
goes back” on
they hud not
A marriage announcement in a
and
that
the
him;
Doctor, when a patient dies that has paid
hardly any oue was paying, &c.
Quebec paper
is followed by this notice, “No cards!
lie therefore countermanded the order he had
no business to; the politician, who, like our
No
unfortunate neighbor of the Prog. Age, goes given his Agent.
Upon being informed, how- cake!! No wine! 11”
for Morrill and loses, when he should have ever, as to the facts, lie promptly paid his assessThe storm of last week was severe on tlie
All the

—

1

1

A committee, consisting of N. G. Hichhorn,
gone for Harnliu and won; and we suppose ment.
trees in the Kennebec region,
covering them
W. K. Duncan and Upton Treat, was nomina- that Capt. Sylvester would declare that to be
They also went to .he Banks ii -r-. and to in- with ice and breaking ofi’ limbs. .Some orcast ashore on the Isle of Shoals, on a winter’s dividuals, and advised them not to let us have chards were ruined.
ties of honor and terms of renown. Habit ted to report a code of By Laws.
The following resolution was offered and night, with no
clothing but shirt and trowsers, any money, so that the most of the Directors
ually call a rogue an honest man, aud yo
Capt. fleering, of steamer Lewiston, was
had to put in their individual names to
is tophet enough far him.
adopted—
get visited at his home—Clift Cottage—Cape Elizdegrade the word until it becomes reproach
Resolved, That the Directors of the PenobWe have discovered wbat the hell of a news- money to keep the road alive while the Injunct- ubeth, Wednesday evening by a party of friends
who presented him with a silver pitcher, salful, and upright meu will shun it. Habit scot Bay and River Railroad are hereby direct- paper man is. Most of the hells are located ion was pending. They also tried to
frighten ver and
ed to cause to be
iu the month of June
goblet L Portland Adv.
somewhat vaguely down iu the bowels of the the contractors away, by telling them that they
ually call an upright man a rogue, aud the next, in Rockland,opened,
Camden, Belfast, Searsport,
We
to hear a
used
great deal of the mildness
sting of the epithet is taken away, and il i Stockton, Winterport and Bangor, books of earth. Ours Is above. Like the torment of would not get. pay for their work.
of the climate Iu the western
to the stock of said Railroad, up- the other hells, it never
“
subscription
fellow
States, and have
|
those
Now,
that
or
citizens,
If he be a rogue,
ceases, day
especially
will come to be said
night.
on such restrictions and limitations as shall be
experienced something of it. But of late there
are true friends of the enterprise, will
he
you
A
VELOCIPEDE
RIDING
SCHOOL IS j
then is roguery not dishonorable.” Wher ! deemed prudent. And when a sufficient amount
seems to have been an
so deceived as to aid in any manner to put these
exchange with New
the Netherlands, goaded by injustice and | shall be subscribed, so that not more than ten KEPT IN THE HALL OYER OUR HEAD! ;
iu this particular.
A Western paper
or any oue whom they support, into po- England
cent of the same shall probably be required
men,
per
The
wooden
rumble
like
j
donkeys
youug
cruel oppression, rose against the formida- for a survey of the route, the said survey shall
says—
sitions
where
can
?
the
they
enterprise
strangle
The building trembles to the
be entered upon and completed at the earliest earthquakes.
j
The recent saoiv blockade in Wisconsin is
ble power of Philip of Spain, they were j
The gas fixtures rattle.
The ! They have got defeated in every effort they said to iiave been
convenience. And the directors are authorized foundation.
the worst since 18C-1.
The
have
made
to
kill
the
road, and this is their last Ripon Railroad was snowed under for a
called, in allusion to their poverty of means, to assess upon the shares iu the books of sub- ] window sashes dance. The plastering is bnig- j
week,
the per centage named; and the ed
all
Come
truefrieuds
of
the
.nut
scription
enthe
then,
hope.
up,
train
came
down.
Our hair is full of sand and lime,
Sheboygan
through ou SatBeggars. They adopted the term, and said amount so paid shall he held to be so much
j
terprise and show them that you have no confi- urday tour days behind time. Some of the
—“ We are
beggars—but we are right.” paid on the subscription to the capital stock. The donkeys of flesh that ride the donkeys of dence In them.
drifts on this road were fifteen feet deep.
wood, tumble off, aud everything shakes again
Aud they fought on through long and disThe committee ou By Laws reported a code,
At Manchester, N. H., Mr.
i no present uoarct ot Directors nave had a
Hurlbert, station
Greenhorns come fumbling at our doors, enj hard time, as I have said before.
astrous years, till their own right arms which, after having been read and amended,
have agent, fell from tlie cars and had his foot cut off.

iugs.

Words of reproach have become ti

Incendiary Arrested.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 20.
A Detective Sergeant of Boston and City
Marshal Fitts of Newburyport, Mass, arrested gave them victory, aud the beggars became
Leonard Choate, an alleged incendiary. He
masters, aud the proud Spaniards were re]aas been the terror of Newburyport many
duced to beg.
years, it is estimated that 150 buildings, including fonr churches, have been burned by
So the radical plunderers in Congress are

was
i

adopted.

The committee to nominate Directors reported the following list, which was elected, viz.—

quiring

“Is

this

the

Vee-losh-eye-peedee

They

l

We; (with

two exceptions
necorae personsufferings
have thought of flying—but whither? If we I ally responsible in order to procure funds to
the work from Inbug suspended and
go to “Greenland’s icy mountain or India's I prevent
the
contract
forfeited.
The work is now be ing
cora! strand”—there will be some
school?”

Our

U

Intolerable.

one or

The United States

Admiral

on

the West In-

dia Station lias instructions to be

especially viginterests during

ilant iu protecting American
Carlton, Camden; Hiram Chase, Belfast:
the Cuban uoubies.
jackanapes
William MeGilvery, Searsport; Isaac Carver,
with vigor. Some three liundre l
'him.
trying to wheel themselves in barrows, or solv- prosecuted
A firm in Rochester, N. I
one of whose
doing all in their power to make respecta- Searsport; S. J. Roberts, N. G. Hicbborn, ing the problem of a man lifting himself by the men are at work on tiie line. From 5 1 J to •;
clerks was making iuige investments on a salAlexander
Geo.
Maine Historical Society.
Stockton;
Black,
Sandy
Point;
the
road are graded, of the hardest
ble the term Repudiation. The terms “honseat of his trowsers.
The philosophical poet miles of
ary oi §000, looked into tlie matter and found
A. Pierce, Frankfort; David Howe, LiucoluThe meeting of the Maine Historical Society or” aud “ sacred
portion. One of the bridges is well under way, that
so often quotsays—
obligation,”
he had been slyly robbing them for
jheld in this city on Tuesday last, far exceeded
ville.
eight
the
stone
for
the
and
others is being got out
uen an ;ne oiannmnraenis oi
cone,
;in interest any previous meeting of the Society ed iu connection with our national debt,
He restored over §8000.
years.
The coward aneak» to death—the brave live on.
At a subsequent meeting of the Board of Dland hauled.
the time the ground opens the
By
at which it has been our pleasure to be presTlie executioner who iiung Whalen, the murare, by the action of these harpies, made rectors, N. G. Hichhorn was elected President,
So, like Stanton we shall stick. If the build- road will be about graded to Brooks village,
1ent.
The attendance in the evening at Repre1sentatives’ Hall, at the State
ing comes down, and our cold remains are and we hope to see the cars running there by derer ol -McGee, in Canada, is thus described
House, was also to stink iu the nostrils of the nation. They and Hezakiah Hardman, Clerk.
I lie executioner was clad iu a blue
found among the ruins, let our friends remem- Juiy or
quite large. In tiie absence of the President are wrenched
Adjourned.
jacket
August next. The cost of grading per. ;ud
away from their true meanin tiie afternoon, Hon. James W. Bradbury,
pantaloons, with a striped red and white
ber that we died at the post of duty.
Let
uo mile for the whole road,
to
ihe
estiaccording
Vice President, called the meeting to order, ing, and made a cloak to cover robbery and
lie was young, lithe and active.
cap.
Ills
Loss of a Belfast Vessel on the Isles one who ever rode a velocipede come to the mate of our Eugiueer, is 810,586,00.
l'he papers read in l.iie afternoon were from
Calling face was closely swathed with black crape,
of the most daring kinds.
The
oppression
1the following
of Shoals.
His ham
and feet and features, so far us disSufferings of the Crew. funeral. Cn the slab that marks our last rest- six miles graded (and there was about 5 1
gentlemen Judge Joseph Wil1liamson of Belfast on “David Cobb, one of the public debt, under which the country groans,
The schooner Circassian, Capt. James S. Syl- ing place, let this be engraved—
miles by actual measurement at the end of Jan- tinguishable through the crape, were delicate
as those of a woman, and a woman
revolutionary patriots-,” Dr. N. T. True of is being yearly increased to enrich the remany take
vester, with a cargo of hay and potatoes, was “He lived in h—li. two weeks, and died uary) it would amount to $63,516,00. The con- this executioner to have been.
Bethel, on “Origin of tiie American Indians;”
OP
TIIE
I>-1>
VELOCirBDES.
of
at
Mr. R. K. Sewall of Wiscasset, on “Samoset,” cipients
corruptiou
tractors have received about $47,000,00.
Washington. on her passage from this port to Boston on tiie
Vow
Loriliard, the tobacco man of New York. h»
tiie first Indian t > welcome Englishmen to the Railroad
P. S. Since the above was written, the ve- recollect tiiev are at work on the hardest p< rland night of the 'Jtk inst. The night was dark,
rings,
whisky
rings,
public
ou the Southern coast iu a luxurious
coast of New England, and Iroin Prof. John
erui'ing
the wind was blowing fresli, and very cold. loclpedonkeys have been transferred from the tion of tiie road by far, and tiiat the sum per
Johnston, LL. IT, of Middletown, Conn., on rings, contract rings,— all truly loyal—are
steam yacht.
The weed lias done
something
teachers
set
in
to
a
of
horrible
which
a
amateurs.
was
taken
With
for
that
ralie
is
for
the
whole
and
regular
that
sight
light
line,
specified
“The Early Settlenu ntut Pemaquid.” Through
the very life blood of the country.
for him.
sucking
His Excellency Gov. Chamberlain, there was
on the Isle of Shoals, the schooner was sup- The former proprietors kept something like
they have nearly a month’s work done not esIn
Mr. McCulloek, in his report for 1807, posed to be in a safe position, until almost one order—but now there is a perpetual riot, a sort timated when their
presented to the Society, from M.ss Quincy of
payments are due, uud you for Janesville, Wisconsin, the people voted
two days on the question of the postuiusBoston, Mass., many valuable papers relating drew a
which was much o’clock, when she struck heavily on the rocks. of free tight for the chances to ride, going on. will see that the company is fully protected
very
picture
pretty
to the early history of Falmouth. New Gloucestership, the Congressman from that district
comfort
is
known
that
Our
It
was
then
the
increased.
had
taken
He figured a reducproportionably
ter and Yarmouth, in this State, the same hav- admired at the time.
light they
against any contingency.
having agreed to nominate the person who rijing been found among the papers of the late
The road is now located to Brooks village, ce lved the largest number of votes. A Miss
of the debt during 1868, amounting to for the Isle of Shoals was really that ou Whale’s
John Bromfield of Boston.
received a majority of forty-two.
Among these paBack, and that the schooner was ashore on
Cuba. The revolution In this island is stead- anti the town has paid $1,500.00 on their assess- Angie King
And he projected this enticpers was a most interesting account of tiie 82-1,000,OOu.
Duck Island, one of the Isles of Shoals, a barM. DuChaiUu once dined with an Alricau
ment.
It
will
soon
be
located
to
success.
are
and
We
not
ily
of
marching
Falmouth in 1775, written by a loyalong
through,
burning
into the future, and showed the ren and uninhabited
spot. The vessel swung permitted by the Spanish authorities to know would have been before now if it had not been chief, and made selections from the following
alist, and describing in addition to the burn- ing picture
of
of
the
debt
iu
the
town
his
seventeen
own personal adventures extinguishment
ing
| round, with her head off shore, pounding heav- any more than can be helped, but the facts will that negotiations have been going on with the bill of fare—
and sufferings in consequence of his adherence
“Boiled elephuut; snake, boiled with bauauInstead of this, we have realized ily on the rocks, and soon filled with water for- break out. Dulce, the Captain General, it Is Maine Central road in relation to leasing our
to the crown. Following the reading of the years!
as; crocodile broth ; roast leopard; roast monabove papers, discussions in regard to the facts an actual increase of thirty-two millions! ward. Capt. Sylvester, seeing that she must said, has lost his self-control, changes his plans road to them, and for sum" other good reakey; buffalo mess ; roast gorilla ; a little boilTho Cleveland George Murder Trial.
of speculations presented by their authors were
to pieces, told the crew that every one must and gives contradictory orders, which only sons.
ed chimpanzee, wild hoar, ic.'
this fact into the future seventeen go
Carry
in
by many gentlemen present, which
An attempt was made fo plunge him deeper into difficulty and
engaged
look out for himself.
Some of these men complain tnal they are
Bangor, Mi:., Feb is. The llrst business added
danger.
much to tiie interest of the meeting.
Trichinosis, or worms in the flesh, from eatyears, as the Secretary was carrying his use the boat, but it swamped
before the Supreme Court, Chief Justice AppleThe insurrectionists have got nearer and near- not represented on tiie Board of Directors.
alongside.
Capt.
At
the
lion
E.
E.
evening
raw pork, has appeared
meeting
Bourne,
ton presiding, this
ing
where
shall
was
the
case
we
?
of
be
again in New lurk.
morning,
S. then stripped to his pants and shirt, jumped er the capital, until it Is now reported that the Now, fellow citizens, 1 will tell you a fact that
The pa- very pretty picture—and
Howard A. Cleveland, charged with the mur- President of the Society, Presided.
from
The
Omnibus
Railroad
so
read
were
Rev.
F.
struck
out
S.
and
lor
the
of
shore.
He
arc
colored
shut up in Havaua, and the Is not generally known.
bill,
Mr. flayford has offerTwenty-four
Dike,
Bath,
called, overboard,
Spanish troops
people of Portland
der of AVarrcn Ceorgc. A large crowd was in pers
attendance long befor th- toors were opened. on the “Pot Holes” found in rock along the now before Congress, is a specimen brick became entangled In a rope, and came near city is in a state of seige. The end cannot be ed a number of times the last time within a have applied to the Colonization Society for
with
their
speculations upon
origin,
The whole of .iic morning was taken up in coast,
few weeks) to resign his place, as President of passage to Liberia the coming spring.
It proposes to drowning before getting away from it. The far oil.
(these circular cavities are from three to fif- from this radical edifice.
impanelling a jury and by the opening argu- teen
water chilled him to the very marrow, as
feet in depth, and from one to three feet
the
icy
Board, in favor of a prominent gentlemen
ment of the district-attorney,
the regular payment of the inHarper's Magazine lor March is publishtd.
flic examinain diameter;') Hon. Joseph Williamson of Bel- guarantee
But It
the waves dashed over and over him.
The Validity of Gold Contracts.
tion of witnesses was proceeded with in the
here, if he would accept it, and agree to take It contains a very
terest on the bonds of five Pacific Railroads,
interesting illustrated artion "neujaium lMinon.
wuo Wes present:
iusi,
afternoon. The prisoner is a slight young man i
was a struggle lor life, and he kept on, though
The Supreme Court of the United States has hold and do al! in; could to put tiie road cle, “The Policemen of the
Sea," treating of
of about twenty-three years of age, and at1 at the destruction of the tea in Boston Harbor, for thirty years, to the total amount of
fast
At
was
failing.
strength
length, when created some surprise by a declsiou that con- j through. Messrs. Lancaster and Colburn have' Lighthouses, Lite:
and afterwards confined as a prisoner of war
the first glance appears rather
Revenue
Boats,
Cutters,
prepossessing. at
In financial transactions hope was almost gone, he touched the shore, tracts to
(Oastine) from which he made i 8270,000,000 !
A more critical examination,
pay specifically In gold coiu.are valid j also offered to resign to give place to oilier of Smuggling, Ac.,
1’he article on “South
however, reveals hisBagyaduce,
&r.|
Mr. Frederick Bidder of Boston,
the
escape;
his
1
limbs
so weak and
beach,
a guarantee is always a contingent promise and crawled upon
disagreeable features—a small gray eye, low ou the
may be enforced, the legal tender act to their friends, if they would agree to take liuld
toast Saunteiings’ *ls coniinued
“The Lauds
o! Gov. Shirley up the Kenretreating forehead, aud thick sensual lips. nebec expedition
and numb with cold that lie could not walk a the
The Board lias also of the
From this j of the work in good faith.
Aud
it
to pay the whole.
is
safe
to
contrary,
notwithstanding.
and
Bourne
of
river,
Earthquake’Cis likewise finely illustratJudge
Kenuebuuk,
say
He appears to he rather nervous but not parsaved
thus
was
Life
far—blit
he was out
on the
step.
opinion Judge Miller only dissents. The fol- I appointed a Committee at two different times, ed, besides being very interesting in text.
ticularly tmbarras cd at his position. The their morals of early settlors as iutluenced by ! that this scheme is substantially to increase
of the pithess sea, perhaps only to perish by
surroundings. By far the most interestto invito these gentlemen to meet the Board | There is also a
case for the prosecution is in charge of Atlowing is the text of the decision—
large amount of other interHow the cruel cold. Staggering to his feet, lie beportion of the proceedings, however, was the public debt by just this amount.
torney-General \V. ti. Frye and C. P. Stetson, ing
Frederick Bronson, executor, v. Peter Bodes and make known what they wanted, and see if
Editor's table. Editor’s drawliterature,
esting
the county attorney, while the defence will be the statement made by ltev. Hr. Woods, of his much of this sum
goes to swell the hoards gau to walk as a means of keeping his blood in in an appeal from the judgment of the Court the troubles could not be reconciled. In all er, &e.
researches in the foreign archives, for early
conducted by Colonel Abner Knowles and M.
of
in
the
State
of
New
of
Appeals
and
fork,
for
some
holding these offers they have been treated with eonrock as
circulation,
documents relating to the discovery and colo- of Congressmen may be conjectured.
searching
V. li. Piper, esq. The trial causes a great
that a tender of Treasury notes for the satisA catnip wedding is the latest
nization of that portion of our continent now
novelty, it
a shelter Com the wind.
deal of excitement here.
Groping about in the faction of a mortgage made in 1851 by its terms tempt,—they not even condescending to send
It will probably last
Another
of
source
shameless
aud
I
baretakes place at the end of the first
for several days as a large number of witnesses comprised within the limits of the State of
year after
stumbled
he
darkness,
IVhat can we do more!
upon the deserted hut to be satisfied in gold and silver coiu was suffi- an answer.
Maiue. The results of his investigation will faced
is the high tariff.
The old of some fishermen or hunters—a
will have to be examined.
marriage.
;
robbery
cient. The tender was made in January, 1805,
a
oi
cull
for
Caucus
miserable
There
is
a
the
afcitizens,
soon be given to the public in a volume of
when a dollar in coin was equal to two dollars
The trial was proceeding at. last accounts, some MX)
of the Henry Clay school, fair at best, but a most welcome shelter to
A hoy named Hammond was killed at
him.
without distinction of party, to meet ut
pages, containing impressions of protectiouists,
Paris,
aud twenty-five cents in legaltender notes, and
the evidence for the defence beiug introduced. twenty-three maps and charts of our coast
while sliding, by running against a
by contended only for a tariff for revenue, with Here by constant motion and threshing his the tender
on
Hall
for
Peirce’s
stake,
next,
Thursday
evening
action was commencrefused,
being
the
earliest
to
the continent.
It
The testimony goes to show that the Clevelands
navigators
he managed to keep alive until day.
ed to compel the cancellation of the mortgage. the purpose of putting in nomination men who whieli pierced 11 is body.
has been only through the liberality of our such incidental protection to home indus- arms,
are a pretty hard set.
ou board the schooner, Samuel Bur- The Supreme Court of the State subsequently are “for the Railroad
The
others
I he amount of staves shipped front the Oriu
its
first, last, ami all the
Legislature
appropriations for causing tries as might thereby be afforded.
But il
adjudged the mortgage paid and required It time.” It is
these investigations to be made and their rethat every voter who is a iand Mills is 2,200,000 instead of 222,000, as
gess, of Belfast, Shubael Pendleton, of Isles- to be satisfied
hoped
was the revenue that went into the coffert
by record, holding the tender to
Slits. Lincoln’s Pension.
When the mat- sults published, that the Maine Historical Soboro’, and a Connecticut man, name unknown, be have been sufficient. The Court of Appeals true friend of the road will be present
An ev
erroneously sbaled last week.
ter of pensioning Mrs. Lincoln came before | ciety is able to place sucii rich historical facts of the
government that was the main ob- had reachel a rock under her stern, by means affirmed that judgment, aud the affirmance
is position of the affairs of tin Corporation may
in Cincinnati one of the velocipede foo is rode
It will gratify every lover
the I'nited States Senate last Wednesday, the before the world.
It is <t familiar maxim to all who of the main boom. Here the sea broke over here for review. The Chief Justice delivered be
Turin
lady was, in popular parlance, “handled with- of our history to know that the materials yet ject.
expected.
Ills wooden donkey through u hatchway, and
the opinion of the Court, holding that it is the
but they managed to hold on unout gloves." Her petition was characterized on hand for succeeding volumes (an annual vol- study these matters—the
Bki.past, Feb. 23. lSi’.'J
very A, B, C, o them at times,
fell down lour stories. He won't ride any more
duty of courts of justice to enforce contracts
as
in wretched taste, and one imaginative volume is provided for) are of equal interest,
ami tlieu got ashore.
til
the
tide
went
down,
to
the
intent
of the parties to them,
according
in this world.
Senator drew a picture of the mortification aud that for the next volume, there is the copy political economy,—that the high duties dc
One of these had some matches in his pocket, and in this «ase it is held that it Is clear that
Affairs at Rockport.
experienced by the pure spirit of Abraham of a manuscript prepared by Richard Hakluyt not produce the largest revenues.
A tarif
( igurs are smuggled into New Orleans n
the
intent
of
the
was
that
parties
payment
but, damped by the salt water, they would not
Lincoln oV'.r the improprieties of his relict. for the private use ot Queen Elizabeth, of imbarrels ol peanuts.
be so high as to be prohibitory, an< *
should be made in coin.
Rockport, Feb. 23, l8G‘j.
The fact of Mrs. Lincoln retailing her bus- I mense value as bearing upon our early history, ! may
In
with
the
(our
light.
morning,
only
matches
iucie were
iwo
or money in
Oar wharves present a scene of business acSome of the papers say the aceouut of the
band's and her own photographs in Germany ! and which was discovered iu the foreign a'r
keep out entirely the articles on which it i: i left, they laid them iu Hie sun, which came out use at the time theuescripuons
tender in this case was S
who also whispered about, and more than one chives by Dr. Woods himself.
The discovery ol the Burdcll luurdeier is a humhardly surpassed in the County
tivity
the
laid.
Then
home
both
authorized
and
to
their
and
hi
made,
dried
both
made
great joy they
sufbright,
by law,
producer puts
Senator asked what she had done with ail the
Among the curiosities examined with much
legal tender. The general denomination of shipment of ice, lime and liny is lively, while bug—but it reads well.
ficiently to burn. A good fire made their situ- both
money received since her husband’s death— j satisfaction by those present, were a sandstom commodities where he pleases, and pocket;
was dollars, but
descriptions
A mournfully suggestive object stood In front
they were the harbor is filled with vessels at anchor wait$90,000 from bis estate, $29,000 from Congress, | pipe, evidently belonging to the age of tin enormous
ation much more endurable.
With an oar, and
essentially unlike in nature. The coined dollar ing their turn to receive their respective car- ol a trunk store on 7th street,
profits. This process cheats thand $90,000 more from private subscriptions I Mound Builders; an original bill of exchangi
yesterday iu the
some garmeuts taken from a trunk that drifted was a piece of gold or silver, or
of
a
cergold
tlie revolutionary period, presented by B peoplo in two ways.
of citizens throughout the country.
have to be tax
All tills gives our village a thriving ap- shape ol a newly covered trunk, of medium
They
goes.
| of
tain
of
and
the
a
to
note
dolmade
degree
vessels
purity
that apweight,
ashore, they
signal
size, freshly marked A. Johnson, Tennessee."
i H. Gilbretli of the U. S. Arsenal in this city ed for the
duty which a reasonable dut' peard in sight. In the afternoon, when the lar was a promise to pay a coined dollar, but pearance.
Sich is lit
[Washington Star.
; and an Indian belt made of small copper tubes
on demand or at
A Ship of War Blown up.
not
fixed
time.
The
are
at
with
Nor
work
was
any
i fastened together with strings of moose-skin
petty burglars
again
would produce, aud they pay the enormou i chances were that
Not long ago another
would have to pass it convertible Into a coined dollar.
they
mournfully suggesIt
was
imus.
During the absence of Cupt. W. F Daily
Trieste, Feb. 21. A terrible disaster oc- | the same having been plowed up iu the towi 1 profit asked on the article when
they put another night there, without food or clothing, possible, in the nature of things, that these two and family, at sea, his house was entered by tive box was sent from Washington marked
curred yesterday on the frigate ltadidesky, | of Harpswell.
Thai. Stevens." The rest of the direction
A committeee consisting of Messrs. E. E
chose. The tariff laws are full of article 9 their signal was seen from the sell. Spray, Capt. dollars should be the equivalent of each other,
while cruising in the Adriatic. An explosion j;
nor did the currency purport to make them so. thieving miscreants who did considerable damwas not expressed but understood.
took place in the powder magazine, making a Bourne ol Ivenuebuuk, R. K. Bewail of Wiscas
that pay from one hundred to one thousau j i Fletcher, a boat was lowered, they were taken There were then two
descriptions of currency, age to the house. The full extent of the robon board, and landed at Kittery.
complete wreck of the ship and causing a great set, John A. Boor of Bortland, E. C. Bailey am j
V lively party iu a Biddcforil refreshment saCapt Sylves- Issued by the same Government, and contracts
The duty on copper has recentl 7
loss of life. Most of the oillcers and crew Rev. S. F. Dike of Bath, Dr. Leonard Woods
per cent.
bery has not yet been ascertained.
ter and his crew speak with the utmost
loon were all let into the cellar by the
grati- to pay either were equally sanctioned by law.
were instantly killed or blown into the water ! I)r. Edward Bullard and Cbas. J. Gilman o f beeu raised
L.
was
Last
week
the
house
of
Thorndike
breaking
to
make a monopc
enormously
i)oubt
tude of the kind treatment of Capt. Fletcher. No question can be made as to the fact.
Brunswick, and J. W. Bradbury and J. W
ol the floor-timbers
and drowned.
It can only spring from that-confu- entered while the family were asleep, and robconcerning
tlie
Lake
on
were
a
of
this
and
North
to tak > Also of Mr. L. P. Call, of the
appointed commute 51 ly
Superior mines,
city
society for the sion of ideas which always attends the intro- bed of a
A water spout at
i
i to examine the remains of the early settlement *
sea, Feb. 10th, took the
quantity of flour and other provisions.
money from the pockets of the Maine shi p relief of shipwrecked seamen, and of Capt i ductiou of vague and uncertain measures of Also about the same
The Postmaster General has made the folio w- at
at
a
and
thereon
the wheelwright mr.lri an 1 mizzeu topmasts out of hark Samuel
report
subsequen
time,
l’emaquid
into circulation as money. In the abowners.
ing appointments : Samuel IJunbar, at North meeting. [Maine Farmer.
Salt, that article of the first in Weeks, Wreck Master. By them they wr .value
of John Thorndike was broken open by Larrabee, of Bangor.
C'astiue Me., Albert
furnished with food, clothing, money, auit (re seuce of any specific contract for the payment shop
Plummer, at Upperstillto
civilized
is
of
communities, taxe j tickets
coin, legal tender notes may be a sufficient villains, more intent on mischief than gain, as
I he London Times
water, Me; vice Robert Ellis, removed; Daniel
Fusil Oil of which so much is said i portauce
says In reference to tl e
to Boston. The officers of the steamei
G. Cook, at Newry. Me., vice S. C.
tender, but it Is clear to the Court that express his best tools were broken or destroyed, and
Smith, re- connection with liquid adulterations, is j enormously to enrich the owners of th e Katahdin also
of the Alabama treaty—“We have
rejection
them
contracts
for payment of coined dollars can
kindly gave
passage home
signed; Mrs Mary Marlin, at South Thoinastori
No cine done our best for a settlement
the shop made a complete wreck.
of tire questions
The Circassian was owned by Capt. Sylves only be satisfied by the payment of coined dolMe., in place of Allen F. Martin, decease ;d liquid colorless when pure, of offensiv e monopoly at Syracuse. The same is tru e
to the above perpetrators, allars.
t issue ami we now wail for
Win. Needham, at North Norway Me.,
aro not debts which may be satis- has been gained
smell aud burning taste, obtained by contii
They
of a hundred articles on the list.
propositions of
&
Charles
Maui j ter, Woods, Mathews Baker,
Thumbs fied
by the tender of treasury notes.
though all effort are made to do so.
the new administration under General Grant."
uing in fermentation iu the distilling pro.- facturers like Sprague are enabled to coi Win. H. Swan, and Henry Burgess. The ear
As to the judgments to be entered on conPinto.
The Alabama Treaty Rejected.
cess after the alcoholic portion is drawn of
The Burlington (Vt.) Free 1‘ress publishes
go by Woods, Mathews & Baker,Capt. Sylves tract for the payment of coin, it is said the diffitrol the legislation of Congress for the;
1 Its
action upon the animal system is that c jF
Iske
who
Ben.
Butler, and
ter and Henry Burgess.
imprisoned I the following announcement of a marriage :_
There was no Insur culty arises in tho supposition that damages
New York, Feb. 19.
own selfish purposes, and to enrich then
a positive
can be assessed in
Iu the town of Jay, Essex county, N. V., February!
only one description of Bowles, are going to run a newspaper in Springpoison, its vapor producing uai
auce. Capt. Sylvester, who Is a very worthy
Secretary Seward has notified the English
I by Kev. Father smith, Irn Trumbull, aged 03, to Snnill
money, but where there are two kinds of curIts
and
i
selves
from
the
sweat
headache
and
toil
sea,
of
the
;
preseue
have
both
been
field. They
giddiness.
scratched by tho Huberts, aged H.
Government, by cable, of the rejection ot the
peoph '• man, had nearly his whole property In the ves rency provided by law, It is
necessary, in orIt is said that the Senate in liquors is highly injurious, aud indicate s
Alabama treaty.
and mean to run it out.
These are but a few of the many burnin sel and cargo.
to avoid
Republican,
der
Five convicts were curried on
They
ambiguity and prevent a failure
g
Saturday from
Foreign Committee were unanimous in their bad distillation or the use of damaged grail
of justice, to render judgment for coined mou- can’t do it.
It is a different business from the jail in Augusta, to the rotate Prison at
on the
iuflicted
c
wrongs
classes
laboring
opinion that tiie ratification of the Alabama It may he detected
the
under
the
where
Thomaston
tho contract provides for payment in
lique this
A mun In Boston fell dead while riding uu< | ey,
by agitating
charge of Warden Rice.
speculating in stocks or plundering New Ortreaty would be a virtual surrender of every with water aud
coined money.
country by their enemies in high placei I of the
Where no specified descrip- leans of
leaving it standing for th e
Office seekers in Knox are cheerful ami
new humbugs, called velocipedes—and
spoons.
important principle laid down as u busls of
tion
of
hope
money is made, judgment muy be euwho riot in luxury aud idleness. The
Clue ounce of ft
How are they in Waldo, Br
ful.
settlement by our Government. They will re- oil to rise to the surface.
pec
was thereby prevented from making a fool o
Simpson?
tcied generally without specification.
!
We
are
indebted
to
Judg
Mr.
sil
oil
kills a rabbit iu four minutes.
Horace Anderson, of I [Camden Herald.
port thus to the Senate to-day.
meut below reversed.
pie are wearying of this eudless fraud an (1 himself any longer.
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apt. .Mark'Welch, a worthy and much reol this city, committed suicide on
Sunday last. Hi was afflicted with cancer in his face,
lor which an operation had been performed, and it was
He lias
Mi ght a successful one—but it broke out anew.
n at the Massachusetts General Hospital for some
lime, under treatment, until at last flic surgeons wore
utpelled to say that they could do nothing for him. He
.• me by cars to
Auguata last Saturday, and there took
-lage, but left it about 12 miles out from Belfast, say1
did not feel well and would walk in. lie got to
g
house about s o’clock'Suudny morning. During the
:
enoon he went to the barn, where he remained so long
t;i:i: his wife sent one of the children to look lor him.
;
child returned, saying that he could not be found,
Search was
ii! thm there was blood on the barn lloor.
la
made, and be was found on the hay mow, partially
vtied up, with his throat cut. Dr. Monroe was sent
lor and dressed his wound, but it was evident that lie
had taken some poison, as he showed an exhaustion and
si

(

ride.

>pected

captain

sea

.,

-ensibility that could not have resulted from lhe wound
tin throat, which was not serious. He died in the af.i noon, at 6 o’clock.
Doubtless, in despair at the prost uf dy iug by a lingering and deadly disorder, he had
.iken the leap into the chasm whose depths He beyond
mortal ken.
u

lhe lecture

was by Gov.
reluctantly con-

Monday lust

on

fhe lecturer stated that he had

.ivei a lecture, because Ins health would not
labor necessary to prepare one. And since
him ol even tho
i r-.iuiiM severe illness had deprived
pportunity on which Ik had counted. He had

h

ii.,:;.
.,^1
I,• i;.

dived into

:ri n.re

dragged

une

out

a

forgotten manuscripts,
which thirty-eight years ago, he

drawer of

a

poem,

parents ot those whom he saw before
the grand children ol those who
then made up his audience, now listened to the same
rrailing ol the production.
Hr then read the poem entitled the Magic Lantern,

delivered
him

the

to

and in

some cases

the personages and
thrown shadows
diameters to be met in village file—the Poet, Doctor*
Lawyer, Politician, Reformer, Gossip, Widow and Miss

from

which

were

:i!i treated in

satirical

u

vi

with

in.

There

was

abundance

hits and hashes

sharp
lines,
The subjects ami treatment reminded
iu tlie

a.inoi

wit.

some

oj.
o.

of Haw

ua

thorne.
l he lecture March 1st will be
1-

place
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by David Barker, Esq.
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Sctaenck’fl Pulmonic Dyrap,
To Holders ol Government Bonds
i
Scented Showers. When drops of Phalon’s
i “FLOR DE MAYO,” the new perfume, fall in ar- Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump
AND OTHER
and
if
taken
Liver
Complaint
according
Dyspepsia,
! omatic showers on thousands of handkerchiefs ev- tion,
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same
ery dav. who can deny that it is the reigning perSecurities
and Valuables.
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
fume?' Sold by all druggists.
it to work; then the appetite becomes ^ood; the food
makes
the
to
and
blood;
good
patient begins
Honest men are easily bound, but you can never digests
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
bind a knave.
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This
cures
Plantation Bitters
dyspepsia.
is the only way to cure consumption.
40 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of PhilaKeep no more cats in the house than will catch mice.
Plantation Bitters cures Fever and Ague.
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
War makes thieves, and Peace hangs them.
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens j LEE, IIIGGINSON & CO. offer for Rent, Safes inI Plantation Bitters cures Liver Complaint and Ner- the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it otT by ! side their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per annum,
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
vous Headache.
also offer to receive, on Special
Deposit, as Bailees,
ripe a slight cough will throw it olF, and the patient has j They
no noise.
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
| Time is a file that makes
j securities of persons living in the country or travelling
Plantation Biiters cures the effects of Dissipation
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills !
abroad. Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters ol Ve§and Late Hours.
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good j seta, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars,
! Better have one plow going than two cradles.
i forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, Manageu.
Plantation Bitters are an antidote to Change of Wa- blood.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing
Bt 8 on, March 1, 1808.
ter and Diet.
Iy34sp
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the
Fools and obstinate people make lawyers rich.
bile starts freely, aud the liver is soon relieved; the stools
and
Bitters
Invigo- will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
Purify, Strengthen
| Plantation
ENGLISH GIU.
i
rate.
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
punster’s old London Gin is not made in England, but
A kind wife makes a faithful husband.
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will it is distilled in Holland expressly lor the Messrs. Dtinsunlock the gall bladder aud start the secretions of the
tcr, Ly a peculiar process. Sold in this country only in
liver like Scht nek’s Mandrake Pills.
bottle-, by druggists and grocers everywhere. C. A
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best imLiver Complaint is one of the mod prominent causes RICHARDS &
CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largported Herman Cologne, and sold at half the pi ice. of Consumption.
est Retail Wine and Spirit House in America.
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and
is
We understand that the Whooping-cough
quite alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
prevalent in the towns around us ; but that no ca- preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
Some families use nothing the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic
ses have proved lataJ.
BIRTHS.
but Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, Our Doctor, Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentaot
the
tion
or
stomach.
to
souring
In Gardiner, Feb. 10th, to the wile of Mr. Wm. Mor*
however, says a little ipicac produce vomiting,
The great leason why physicians do not cure Conwould be au advantage.
rell, a son; 13th, to the wife of Mr. J. F. Woodcock a son.
do too much; they give mediFeb. 17th to the wifeof Air. B. A. Cox a son.
There are more than one thousand different kinds sumption is, they try to
luPittston,
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
In Lewiston, Feb. 14th to the wile oi Air. A. P. Moore,
of Pills in the United States. Some of them are
hectic fever, and by so doing tin y derange the a son.
sweats,
beneworthless and injurious, others are good and
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
ficial. Old Dr, Parsons invented the best anti-bil- eventually the patient sinks and dies.
ious pill we ever saw or heard of. They are now
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
M ARRIBlC
sold under the name of Parson's Purgative Pills. cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can
In this city, by Bev. Wooster Parker, 21st inst., Airbe cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
JosiaU Veazie and Miss Mary A. Davis, both of BelfastCatarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
In Searsmous, Feb. 21st, by Hiram
BEI.FANT PRICE CTRIIKAT.
Wing, Esq., Mr
stomach are made healthy.
Isaac McCurdy and Miss Anna Alarks.
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOE THE JOURNAL.
In Lawrence, Dec. 9th, Mr. Charles Al.
Crayton of
some way arc diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bronLowell, Mass, and Miss Ella M. Hutch, of Morrill.
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
Belfast, Wednesday, February 24, 1809.
In Morrill, Feb. 20tl), by Rev, Z. Davis, >lr. Lewis
13 to 15 ot inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what Winehpaw and Alary L. Hatch, both of
161 Round Hog,
$3 to
Flour,
Morrill; Feb. 20th
to 40.00 must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
0.00.Clear Salt
1.20 to
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idea

custom, that seems to mark it in the eyes ol sojourn'
Belfast is remarkable lui its propensity to ring the
ers.
church boils on every occasion that can possibly serve as
l he

pretext,

youth

educated to run lor the be.*
Ou Monday these metallic

are

impulse.

their lirst

as

tongues were thought to be proclaiming a tire—but people who rushed into the street were iuformed that one
huudred and thirty-seven years ago, Washington was
Lorn : Now G. Washington was a good man, and never
first in war*
.M a 'ie—but can he be made anymore the
in peace,

lirst in the hearts of his lellow

anu

coun

by whanging away without warning, ou the
Tliiuk ot it, oh ini'
bells upon bis natal day
pulsdve youth—and meditate thereon, ye sedate and orderly elders.
uk

u
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.UAS^rbKADi.. l he great excitement among the
people ol our city just now is the Masquerade
Bali, to take place on the Fifteenth of March, at Pierce’s
1‘Hk

young

public

It will be the lirst

Hall.
has

place

taken

ever

allair ol the

kind that

costumer, with lots

A Boston

here.

tastes, will be here in season to give
every one a chance lor selection. The arrangements are
in charge of a discreet committee, who will see that every
A dresses to suit all

thing

connected with the occasion is

1 lure will be lots

properly

fun then and there.

ot

conducted.

advertise-

Sec

Pork, $37
8
7 to
0.00 Mutton per lb,
8 to
9
0.00 Lamb per lb,
20 to 25
u.OO! Turkeys, per lb,
17 to 20
1 .30,'Chickens per lb,
25 to 00
3.75IDuckst per ib,
$10 to 13
80!Hay per ton,

Corn

Meal,
Rye Meal,
Rye,
Corn,
Jtailey,
Beans,

2.00 to
1.75 to
1.20 to
1.25 to
3.25 to
75 to
Oats,
60to
Potatoes,
Dried Apples, 12 to
50 to
Cooking,
35 to
Butter,
22
to
Cheese,
20 to
Eggs,
23
to
Lard,
12 to
Beef,
Apples, Baldwin, 1.00

OOILiine,

1.50 to 0.00
42
30
00
00
17 to 00
75 to 1.25
G.00to8.0U
4.00 to0.00

38 to
14; Washed Wool,
75;Unwashed Wool, 28 to
45 to
40JPulled Wool,
91-2 to
25; Hides,

to

25;Calf 8kins,
25;Lamb Skins,
14; Wood, hard,
1 25; Wood, soli,

CATTLE HARK ET8.

CAMBRIDGE

MEDFORD
BRIGHTON,
Wednesday, Eeb. 17. 1869.
At Market this week, 1441 cattle; 7119 sheep and
lambs; 250 llogs. Last week, 1660 cattle; 4624 sheep
and lambs; 364 Hogs.
From Maine, 10 cattle, no sheep.
AT

AND

PRICES.
Beeves—Extra qual
$13.50 a 14.00 I Per 100 lbs. on
First <jual
12.50 a 13.25 ) the total weight
of hide, tallow &
Second do
11.25 a 12.25
dressed beef.
Third do.9.50 a 11.00
Poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &c., $0 50 a 9 00.
Working Oxen—There is not a large supply in market, and but a moderate demand lor them; Extra, $250 a
300; ordinary, 175 a 220.
Milch Coyvs—There are but a few milch coyvs brought
into market. Prices range from $85 to $115 lor extra,
and from $50 to $80 lor those of an ordiuary grade.
Store Cat ilk—Yearlings $ls a 30; 2-yr olds, 30 a 44;
3-yr olds, 45 a G5, or much according to their value lor heel,
Siifep—Extra and selections, $3 75 a 8 00, or from 4 to
8 l-2c per lb; common lots $2 50, 2 75, 3 00, a 3 25 to 3 50
per head or ranging from 15 to 20c per lb.
Poultry—From 15 to 19 l-2c lor good.
Hides—Brighton, 10 a lo 1-2; Country, 10 a 10 l-3c.
1 ALLOW—Brighton, 8 1*2 a9c; Country, 7 1-2 a 9c.
Sheer Skins, $100 a 150; Lamb Skins, same; Call
Skins, 20 a 22 cents per lb.
Swine—Wholesale, 12 a 12 1-2 c per lb. Retail, 12 1-2
a 14c per lb.
....

....

j

ment.

llie lollowing cllicers ol K ing Solomon's
installed on Tuesday evening 2d iust—
\V. ilauey, T. J.M.; S. ii. Walker, It. I.M.; George
L, Wight, J. M.
Timothy Chase, Treas.: Wm, H, Fort ler, Recorder; Geo. S. Chase, M. ot Cer.; R. G. Turnn, C. ol G. ; C. M. Litiltlicld, Cond.; John C. Condon,
steward; A. V. Sawtelle, Sentinel.
11am»i<

ouncil

(

were

Reporter thus speaks of the Minstrel
perform here on Friday and Saturday—
I he performances ol Whitmore & Clark’* Minstrels*
ut J ini-on ilali, las' J uesday evening, were the best ol
the kind we hav e witnessed lor a long time. The singing was excellent, the jokes both good and new, while
Hit- balancing leais ol Mr. Mankin, and tiie evolutions of
Mt-ssrs. Williams and Mankin on the living trapeze were
truly wonderful.”
The Gardiner
t roupe that is to

Lottery ot oil paintings by
Hall, with
gift books, will be drawn at an early day.
nting- arc very tine, varying in value from $10
Mr.

Another

choice

come

ii- p

$•>.,, among tluin
1

,k< ts

<

br had ol

,.u

body take

•

at

a

edited in

man

the

on

man

them

expiess our
that invented

here, the fools

them, and the landlord who lets
printing office for such an infernal purpose.
ulary of '‘cussing’ is exhausted.
our

velocipedonkeys

head,

Intend

we

Let ev‘

to

who ride

Il the

efforts.

81,00 each.

swearing,

vdocipedoukeyism,
machine, the man who brought

sentiments
the

of .Mr. Hall’s best

chance.

a

Wantiui.

*oniL

Washburn,

hear

to secure

are

through

a

hull

over a

Our vocab-

with the hall

over

that the Agricultural Fair Managers
a trotting park next tall.

it for

BOSTON PRODUCE

Feb. 22.
Butter—We quote common Western and Canada at
30 a 30c; choice Canada at 42a44c; common New York
and Vermont dairies 38a 4ic; extra straight dairies 42 a
45c; extra fall dairies at 45a4/c per lb.
Cheese—The market continues firm, and the supplies
arc being gradually reduced.
We quote dairy at Iff a 22c;
lactory 21 a 22c per lb.
Fresh Meats—There have been no transactions today, and we omit quotations.
Eggs- The market closed dull at 28 a 20c per doz and
there is a iaii; irospect of lower rates.
Beans—The market continues as at previous report,
and the demand is confined to small parcels at $4 per
bush, tor Western Pea Beaus; $4 12 a 4 25 ioi choice handpicked Eastern or Vermont l’ea Beans, and $3 50 per
bush, for mediums.
Grass SEEDs-Prices are unchanged. We quote Herds
Grass at S3 50 a 3 75 per bush; Western Clover at 15 a
15 1 2c; New Y ork do 15 1-4 a 10 1 -12c; new Red Top $4 00
per sack; old do. at $2 a3 per sack.
Dried Appi.es—There has been a moderate retail demand, but the abundance of green apples has interfered
with the retail demand lor dried Iruit. We quote Eastern sliced at 14 a 15c; do quartered 13 a 14c; New Yrork
quartered 12 1-2 a 13 l-2c, and Southern at 10 a 11 l-2c
per lb.
Potatoes—The market closed a little weak, and lower
prices were acorpti d. Sales were made on Satui day afternoon at 75 a 80c per bush.
Apples—Eastern Baldwins and Greenings are in good
demand, and there is also more call for W estern Iruit.
We quote Eastern Baldwins and Greenings at $4 50 per
bbl., and W’estern Iruit at $5 per bbl.
Hay—The receipts continue light, and the demand is
small. Prices are without change, and the market continues to rule dull. We quote prime Eastern and Northern at $10 a 21 per ton by the cm load, and $10 a 2# per ton
by the cargo; New York Straw $20a 27; country do $21
per ton.

Patterson, who escaped trom the jail in this
was contined on a charge of burglary, lias
city,
been arrested and returned to his old quarters. He was
tound at Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel h.

City Bond* are having a considerable sale
among pc pie in this vicinity. No better investment

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wharfage and Storage,

Belfast

can

be had.

There is u quick demand lor stores and houses in our
cit., and about every available place is occupied. The in.
ttuence of the railroad enterprise is being already felt.
Messrs. Reuben Sibley & Son of this city, are in luck’
having three cargoes of molasses on the way lrom Cuba*
which the recent rise will be realized.

on

The
March

next

On the
terms.
13tt

Friday proceeded

Priinro&o

ron

H

II.

SIMPSON.

BRIO REFT*
Under the alcoholic effects of such fiery fluids as compose
the most of the well known bitters. C. A. Richards &
Co.’s SONOMA WINE BITTERS are made of pure, rich,
mild old wine. Any body can use them. For sale every-

commences

1st, and all deposits in before the loth will draw
quarter.
on

the harbor, at reasonable

Tin;

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

interest lor this
1‘ne alarm
W
i*
d Mi

in

Inquire of

where.

quarter of the Savings Bank

t fire

principal Wharf

from the house

Hill, where the chimney

was

Nfo. 4 Du Hi iicli

(Opposite

Revere

Street,

House,)

BOSTON

Trustees of this Institution take
in andamage.
Thenouncing that they have secured the pleasure
services of the
We are getting to be metropolitan enough t have coal | eminent and well known Dr A. II.
HAYES, late SurVice-President of Columbia College of
stealing at the public houses. A fellow was detected ir j geou U. S. Army,
Physicians and Surgeons, &c.
gathering uu armful at the New ling land House. H«
Miis Institution now publishes the popular medical
on

fire.

No

dropped ihcni and

book entitled

run.

An animal that had been

village, leaving big

prowling

about

Searsnionl

trapped b)
Mr. A. D. Keen, and found to be a loupcervier, or wolfcat, three feet long and weighing 27 pounds.
tracks in the

The steamer William

snow,

was

libbets is oil’ the route lor

a

few

repairs.

weeks, for

A Now

Stylo of the Velocipede-Donkey ! It Goes by Win.l !

"The Nriwiice of Uife

or

flelf-

I*r«*#ervation,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
the Errors of Youth, Premature decline of Manhood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and
Abuses of the Generative Organs.
Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for every man,—young men in particular. Price only $1.00.
This Institute has just published the most perfect treatise of the kind over offered the public, entitled, “Sexual Physiology of Woman, anti Her Dioeateii,” profusely illustrated with the very best engravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. Hay* s.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned. The Mysits value to
tery of Life,—Beautiful
Woman,—Marriage,—General H\geine of Woman,—
Puberty.—Chango ol Life,—Excesses of the Married,—
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth,
$2.00; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $3.50. Either of these
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
The “Peabody Journal of Health,'’ a firstclass paper in every respect,—8 pages, 32 columns,—published on the 1st of February, and evqjy month
during
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Specimen copies sent free to any address, on application to
the Peabody Medical Institute.
Albert II. Hayes, M. D., Resident and
Consulting

Offspring,—Beauty,

Physician.
N. B. Dr.

II. may be consulted in strictest confidence
all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.
Inviolable Secrkst and Certain relief.

on

sply44

Professor Vui. Swindle, ol the Institute of
Jim-nasties of New Turk, has just patented
his valuable

Wind-and-Gas-Auxiliary Velocipe-

donkey, which knocks all the foot concerns
higher than a kite. The design above represents the rigging of the machine, ns it is going
along with the wind free and the starboard
tucks aboard.

The balloon-like fixtures on tbe

inflated with gas, for which purpose
it is believed that every one who rides velocimust are

pedonkeys can
buoyancy, and

spare enough. This gas gives
makes it go easily.
The wind,
if any is needed more than the rider can
per-

sonally furnish,

is raised

by

a

pair

of

bellows,

worked under the saddle, by un attachment to
the rider’s legs.
At the same lime that he
works the treadles lie keeps tiie bellows
going.
A patent attachment also relieves all

apprehen-

sion of

Injury

as

set

forth

by

Dr. Van

Wyck.

A side saddle for ladles goes with eacli mafor the wearing of
hoop skirts

chine, adapted

and the Grecian

bend—particularly the latter.
A provender-box affords room to carry a week’s
provisions and “something to take.”
The
Professor is bending all the powers of his
giant mind to the perfection of a bridal machine, witli two seats and cradle attachments.
Agents wanted in every school district. Liberal commissions allowed.
The President very properly vetoed the bill
for Increasing the duty on copper, and leaving
the article a monopoly in the hands of a few
In this country.
At last accounts there was
an attempt to pass it over the veto.

The stomach and liver have
but it is the whole body.
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the
chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines,
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
as soon as the body begins to grow, Lie lungs commence
to heal up, and the patient gets flesh; and well. This is
the only way to cure Consumption.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Si aweed Tonic and Mandrake Rills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
Take the Mandrake Pills freeiy in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasted away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulmonary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, aud since his recovery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucFull directions accompany each, making it not abcess.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed.
He is also professionally at No. 32 Rond Street, New
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
Roston, every ot her Wednesday. He gives advice free,
but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer
Office hours at each city from OA.M. to
the price is $5.
3 P. M.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
$1.50 p. r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug-

gists.

to the voice of experience,

Word
Listen
and wake the alarm

one

day

resulting

from

Safe, Reliable,

M. A.

0msp33

BALL

ER, WM. F. WASHBURN.
Music by WHIDDON’S QUADRILLE BAND.

A Costumer from Boston, will be at the New
England House in this City, a lew days before the
dance,
with a variety of Costumes, which will be furnished at
reasonable rates.
No person will be admitted to the floor of the Hall unless MASKED and in COSTUME
Ladies in full Ball Dress, if masked will be considered
in Costume.
Gentlemen will be furnished with carriages lor their
Ladies, to and from the Ball, upon application to the
Committee. Ball Tickets, $1,50. Doors open at 7 1-2.
Dancing commences at 8 1-2 o’clock. Spectator’s tickets
w.ll be tor sale at Washbunr’s Book
store, on and alter
Monday, March 8th, where a p!an of the Hall may belound.
Reserved Seats upon Stage, $1,00. Reserved Front Seats,
Li Gallery, $1,00; other Gallery
Seats, 50 cents.
No more tickets wiil be sold, than seats are
provided,
and every necessary precaution will be taken
by the Committee to ensure a pleasant and
satisfactory entertainmwit.
2w33

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

|

j

hand and in the hands of
or other persons

on

Lloyd's,

179 Water St.

Building,

37,433 32
$526,500
104,000
215,000
37,100
8,500

Burling Slip.

Lloyd’s UNIVERSAL Register.”

To the Subscribers of the
American Lloyd’s Register
of American and Foreign Shipping
We the undersigned Surveyors, and the Marine Insurance Companies we
represent, are not connected with a
publication known as the American Lloyds UNIVERSAL Register,” nor is that Register, nor are certificates
issuing from that source recognized by us or the companies we represent.
JAMES C. LUCE, ONLEY LOVETT, JOHN B. JONES
Inspeetors Great Western Insurance Company.
SAMUEL II. DOLLARD, United States Lloy’ds.
AUGUSTUS RROAL, R. B. BENSON, New York Mutual Insurance Company.
DAVID GILLESPIE, Union Mutual Insurance Company
J. H. ARNOLD, WM. K. ROBINSON, Sun Marine In-

Company.

WM. BURROWS, C. W. CHRISTIANSON, Pacific
Mutual Insurance Company.
THOMAS W. WILSON, Commercial Mutual Insurance

Company.

WM. H. ALLEN, Orient Mutual Insurance Company.
A. A. EARN HAM, Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company.

Agents

or

on

ficers at the coming Spring
FOR THE RAILROAD,
THE TIME.

only

!

PHILO 11ERSEY,
A. J. HAHRIMAN,
D. S. FLANDERS,
II. H. FORBES,
SAM’L G. THURLOW,
S. L. MILL I KEN,
J. L. FRYrE,
B. P. FIELD,
II. N. LANCASTER,
S. SLEEPER,

$155,797

J. C. THOMPSON,

Norwich Fire Ins. Go.
Incorporated in 1803.
Capital Stock, all paid in,
Surplus Jan’y 1st, 1800,

$300,000

40,101 51

$340,171

ASSETS.

Bank Stock,
U. S. 5-20 Bonds ol ’03,
Railroad Bonds,
Cash on hand and with Agents,
Interest due and accrued,
All other assets,

Ship Painter,

$154,803
20,750

127^000

23,910 85
9,250 oi
4,307 05

LIABILITIES.
hut not due,

Losses adjusted
unadjusted
resisted

I

by Company,

O. A. DRESSEH, V. Pres.

! Sworn
| January,

51

\V

$340,171 51
$15,800 00
s,880 80
7,000

$32,413

L. S tickle, Sec’y.

40

subscribed before me, this 27th day ot
T, J. WATTLES, Notary Public.
COX A FIELD, Areata, Belfast. 3w32
to and
1809.

at

ten

for

$175,636

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County

N. Y.

ok

}
\

as‘

NATIONAL
—of

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

kinds

P. <

56

LIABILITIES.
Total amount ol liabilities,
C. NORWOOD, Pres’t.
J. C.

$27,588

64

Mills, Sec’y.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 14th day of
1869.
C. NORWOOD, Jr., Notary Public.
Belfast.3w32

GIHIjUM.

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
ORNAMENTAL

P aint

er.

PAPER
GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING,
HANGING executed in the neatest
SHIP’S
CABINS Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
price than can be done at any other Shop; if done before
the 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAINTING at the lowest CASH prices.
and

Style,

Belfast, Me.

St.

S. B. GILLUM.

G. P. LOMBARD,

OFFICE OVER II. II. JOHNSON’S STORE,
ROW, BELFAST, JVAIIE.
-oo-

out
on

dr. burgess, he
his old customers and the

public generally. Teeth tilled and restored to their orig*
nal shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treated and filled.
Artificial teeth ot the best quality inserted at reasonable
rates. Gold and Silver Plate taken in exchange. All

CHARTERED li\ A SPECIAL ACT OF CO ACCESS,
n

July -'0.

I1HDS. 24 TCS. MUSCOVADO MOLASSES
Oul ex Schr. Joseph Scgur; direct trom Matanzas,
or sale by
4w3tf
REUBEN' SiBLEY & SON.

BANKRUPTCY

NOTICES.

next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County cl
will be held at the office of the Register of
Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of February,
A.l). I860, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
PETER THACHER.
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist., Me.
24tf.
Beliast, Dec. 16, 1868.

District Court
States.

of the

District of

United

In the matter of JOSEPH W.

/

J

Maine.

»

iuvk«iIpt<'v
is bankruptcy.

EVELETH, Bankrupt.

IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition havbeen presented to the Court on the 16th day
February, A. D., 1806, by Joseph W. Eveleth, of Winterport in said District, u Bankrupt, praying that he
may be decreed to have a lull discharge ironi al.' his debts
provable under the Bankrupt Act, individually and ns a
partner of the hrm of Dunham & Eveleth, composed of
the petitioner and Isaac Dunham, and upon reading said
petition, it is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same on the first Monday of June, A.L)., 1866,
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published iu the
Republican Journal and the Rockland Free Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a week for three
weeks, and that all creditors, who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and
place, and shew cause if any they have, why the prayer
ot said petition should not be granted.

THIS
ing
of

3w33

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court lor said District.

District Court
States.

of the United
District of Maine.

In the matter of

(

T„

»

Bankruptcy.
j
JOSEPH W. EVELETH, Bankrupt

Registers

Soses

and

repeated applications for the salve
that

lrom

day

to this I have put
use ol the

!

imitations, I have declined until recently.

I

have

length consented, knowing that there are multitudes
who want just such a salve, but do not know where to
procure it. Many, indeed, write that they have Inquired
at

mn\< » «?i Fcn:,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

for it of various

PHILADELPHIA,
general
Company

apothecaries and been urged totakesom

other kind.

Where the
business of the
is transacted,
and to which all general correspondence should b» iid

advertising

In

he

never

dressed.

1

it

am

remunerated

tor

frequently told that I shaft
pains, oi go the money
making it known m the pubmens I am m.t actuated bymy

hack which I may spunl in
lic. This does not trouble

OFFICERS.
CLARK, President.

mittee.
HENRY D. COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON W. PERT, Secretary ami Actuary.
This Company, National in its character, oilers, by
reason ot its Large Capital, Low Rates of Premium and
New Tables, the most desirable means ot insuring life
yet presented to the public.
The rates of premium being largely reduced, are made
as favotable to the insurers as those of the best Mutual
Companies, and avoid all the complications and uncertainties ot Notes, Dividends, and the misunderstandings
which the latter are so apt to cause the Policy-Holder.
Several new and attractive tables are now presented,
which need only to be uudersto* d to prove acceptable to
the public, such as the INCOME-PRODUCING POLICY and RETURN PREMIUM POLICY, in the former,
the policy-holder not only secures a life in-urance, payable at death, but will receive, if living, alter a period o( a
few years, an annual income, equal to ten per cent. (10
In the latter, the
per cent.) of the pur of his policy.
Company agrees to return to the assured the total ami hint
he
has
in
addition
to
the amount of his
of money
paid in,

As fast

as

the demand

l».r

am

in

no w

i.-e

dependent

my salve.
it increases tin
ot

profits are
advertising it more widely; and it will he
until it Is known in every part of the laud.
“Its effects in the hands of those who have used it,

expended

in

though remarkable,and
not

to me,

exceedingly gratifying, do

surprise me, for 1 know what it did for
neighbors.

and Ims

me

done for my

Every day, almost,
and the wonders it is

“Those who
There

use

I hear of the

it has

cur.

wrought

doing.
it

once

will

be

never

without it.

many who would pay a great price for it ii they
could not obtain it without. This, however, is noedlesr,
are

brought within the reach ot 11.
M any recommendations of it from per>..u
in different States could be given il m w< n d

as

it is

resi
im

.1

:

ug
i

:ul\

sable.

policy.

“In placing it before the public, great confidence is
The attention of persons contemplating insuring their I
felt that it will meet with a ecu dial reception.
lives or increasing the amount of insurance they already I
If the people had not been so frequently and >o gm.-shave is called to the special advant tges offered by the
National Lite Insurance Company.
ly imposed upon, it would seem very str.aige to me that
and
lull
on
Circulars, Pamphlets
particulars given
apncommui. ulioiu uml
plication to the Branch Office of the Company, or to the any person reading my circulars,
certificates, attested as some of them are by the >lgi.

NEW ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY.
PI UFA l'lON

E. A. Rollins

some of the best citizens ol Rockland, should
doubt the efficacy and value ol this salve.

tores of

ot
...

..

1 expect that

0
t,K‘ board ol Directors.
P. TUCKER, Manager.
3 Merchant’s Exchange, State St., Boston.
«fIOCAI ACiCXTN ins: W AITED in
every City until Tow n ; and applications
from competent parties for sucli agencies,
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FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE
THE BEST FAMILY SEWING MACHINE IN
THE
WOULD. Making four distinct stitches. Each stitch being alike on both sides ol the
tabric. It is almost noiseless.
The needle easily adjusted. It
has the celebrated rev- rsible
teed motion, which by simjdy
turning a thumb screw tbi
I work will run either to tin
right or lelt. to Listen the end
ol scams.
It will hem, tell,
sow on a rume ai me same lime,

Dina, Drnia, gainer ana
and quilt without marking.
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F.
MORISON, Belfast, who will be happy to show the machine to all, who will call at her house, where they are
kept constantly on hand.
t(31
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1808.

Eastern State Normal

spurious

ing to be superior, &c., will b. offered

witli suitable endorsement. should l»e aildressed to
1*112 1.0 II SI It* I! *
Belfast. !*!e.
is31
*]»eeial Agtuit for Waldo Conner.

School,

CASTINE, IVlE.

j
!

j

\ Ai;.Mui"! il, July 2o, In."
My Dear Miss Sawyei::- 1 r> roved your kind Into
and alter a little while
got your .Salve, it lias .ion.' m
a great deal of good aim I think i: will -oon cure mremoves all inflammation and soreness, ami 1 do no
Mu re is mu i.iua iikr
know what 1 shall do without it.
it, lor 1 had tried every thing I heard ol, and nothing mo
me any good.
I had prepared many salves myx i. ..
they did not benefit me. .My resideiicu is iu ri.i..ul<
I have been iu Yarmouth for some time, with my d..ligh1 sh.. l
ter, but shall probably return home this tail.
want several dozens ot your good Salve w hen 1 go b..ek,
I recommend it wherever I go, and have ah eady inti*
duoed it into many families. My occupation i> wry trv
ing. 1 have been a nurse lor many years. My h.aith
tailed me so much last winter that 1 leared I oiou!d :.<•
obliged to give up business; but through the im-icy
my Heavenly Father, 1 have thus tar been :,bie to ©on
tinue my work. 1 often meditate upon llis goodm-s* t.>
me.
Although we are personally strangers, I hope, my
dear Miss Sawyer, that in spirit we are not. Youi Hod
is my God, and we are both striving for a better In m
Heaven. 1 trust 1 shall have the pleasure of seeing
u
before my return, as you spoke of coining this way >oon.
Your affectionate friend,
SARAH A. FREEBORN

Chicago, Ij.l., October lu,

l»«v>.

Mr. L. M. Komtixs—Dear Fir: —I have never written
letter in praise of any medicine during the whole corn .-c
I of
my life, and it was not that 1 want* d a dozen boxe» of
Miss Sawyer’s Salve I would not write now.
1 got a box
in New York, and its effect upon me has be. u
by
such that 1 have been greatly improved, and :.m ot opinion that another box w ill elloet a permanent cure. My
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
me send lor some lor them.
You will thereiore please
send me by express C. 0.1). a dozen dolk.r boxes, and
Yours respectfully',
oblige
A. I.. nANDERSON.
a

Spring Term will commence FEBltlTA RY 24th
JL and continue thirteen weeks. Candidates lor admission will be examined in Elementary .Studies. Students
may cuter advanced classes, if prepared. Instruction given m Vocal Music and Penmanship by
competent teachers.
Tuition FREE to those preparing to teach iu Maine.
Board, and rooms for self-boarding, reasonable.
For particulars in regard to school address
3w31
ft. X. FLKTCIIKU, Principal,

rpIIE

chance’,

SCHOONER FOR SALE.

We claim that Miss Sawyei’s Salve is entirely different
from all others. That there are a great many good salves
GOOD, LIGHT-DRAFT, FAST SAIL'
for sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER’*
fr INC, SOUTH SHORE BUILT SCHOOL- offered
ER; capacity, about one hundred thousand SALVE. That every family should have a box at this
Eastci n Lumber on eight feet dralt; well!
season ol the .ear.
That it will do all and more than
found and in good order and now lying at I
Will be sold at a good bargain if applied lor i s recommended to do. l’ut up iu boxes at 23cf».,
r further particulars enquire of
A great saving is made by taking a
&Octn.,aud
JOHN ATWOOD.
large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up
3\v32*
Winterport, Feb. 18, 1800.
A

by L. M. 11012II 1\*. Wholesale
Druggist*, RocklauihRe,

FISHING SCHOONER
FOR SALE LOW. The Sehoouer Sen- |
ator, 35 tons O. M. in good order, well i
found in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear

__

rriHE SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the CrediJL tors of said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, iu
said District, on the twentieth day of April, A. D., 1866,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Thacher, Esq.,
one of the
in Bankruptcy, in said District, to
wit: at the office of the Register ot Probate, for the purnamed in the 27th Section ot the Bankrupt Act of
[arch 2, 1867.
B. P. FIELD, Assignee.
Belfast, February 16, 1866,
3w33

ex-

1 have repeatedly been solicit* d to introduce it to the
general public, but being under no necessity ol doing any
thing ol the kind from pecuniary coitsideiations, and
foreseeing many difficulties in the way of introducing it
as well as tlie fact, if successful in
convincing the public
of its real value, the market would soon be flooded with

IStlS.

CAPITAL.-$1,000,000.

MOLASSES.
OS1

to my

considerable quantities of ir. chiefly lor the
citizens ol my owa city.

J.

SURGEON DENTIST

adapted

me

up

UNDKIi Till-:

bought

multiplied,

CLARENCE 11.
mercenary considerations, ami
$1,548,395 56 j JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Coin- !
upon any income from the sale

January,

FIELD, Agents,

that seemed to

compound them, and continued my

made to me; and

were

base

$106,276 82
375,000
123,225
*0,000
755,362 50
64,900
53,031 24

things

to

few weeks she was clean and whole.’ This was soon
noised abroad among the neighbors; cases of various

tiik—

PAID rs FI’l.l.

$1,548,395

ASSETS.

hand,
Mortkages of Real Estate,
Notes secured by collaterals,
Real Estate,
j U. S. Bonds or securities,
! State, County and Municipal securities,
| Other assets, interest accrued, &c.,

began

was sadly afflicted with scrolulous sores upon
bands and arms, which rendered them entirely iim
I made some of the salve lor her, she used it, and in a

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

CASH
56

will be happy to wait
Having

d

children

WASHINGTON,

Capital Stock, all paid in, $1,000,000
Surplus, Jan’y 1st, 1869,
54S.395

on

PHiE^rX

t-»

enlargement

to

can be substantiated by many of the citizens of
Rockland conversant with the facts.
Some time after 1 got about, one of my neighbors’

STAPLES,

Washington

became very much di--

inflammatory rheumatism, leading

ments

AGENTS, BELFAST, ME.

on

thirty years,

application dispelled the inflammation, eased the puin,
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time
entirely cured me. I have bad but one attack since, when
two or three applications drove it away. These start-,

Approvi

6m30

quir

Rockland and ha- beeu

ot

periments until success crowned my endeavors. Thu
salve which I now offer to the public was the result. Its

THOMAS L. THORN ELL, Notary Public' i

Shop

resident

the

ties of various

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25f/t day of Java'
As Witness, oiy hand and official seal.
ary, 1869.

SIGN

a

1^5 my lect and ankles
with

case, f

GEORGE W. NIVAGE, Pres't.
WILLIAM. A. Ill'GUEi, Sec'y.

13.

than

Is

Necessity is the mother of invention.’ I set myself
work, at lust, to see what I could mysell devise lor my
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative proper

Bonds, or in Bonds r Mortgages of Real Estate, unincumbered and worth double the amount for which the
same is mortgaged; and that they are the above-named
officers of said Insurance Company.

COX &

to the

she is a worthy woman, a
First Baptist Church, well know n and
highly esteemed in the community, and withal an dd
and experienced nurse. The
origin of tier salv<- m.i>
best related in her own words.

00

of at least One Hundred Thousand Dollars of actual Cash

Cash

give satisfaction

limbs. 1 suffered great, and sometimes exeruciat
nig pain, My muscles were so swollen and contracted
that I could not walk, and when sitting
up was compelled
to have my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters. I
seriously feared that I should he a cripple for lito. I
tried almost everything that promised benefit. But tin*
medicines of the day,pain-killers, panaceas and liniments,
all failed to give me permanent relief.

Capital, invested in State and United States Stocks and

New York.

will

of the

George W. Savage, President, and William J.
Hughes, Secretary, of the International Insurance Company, of the City of New York, being duly
sworn, depose and say, that the foregoing is a full, true
and correct statement of llie affairs of said Company;
that the said Insurance Company is the bona fide owner

SAWYKlt A

Sawyer

more

member ot

pany to be insured in any one city, town or village,
The greatest amount allowed to be insured
in any one block. No arbitrary rule ou these points.
This Company is governed by a prudent regard lor the
construction, occupancy and exposure of risks.

3w32

following

The

Miss

greatest amount Insured in any one risk,
greatest amount allowed by the rules of the Com-

s.j

\V no knows anyWhat will it

to

Total Liabilities,

rrl.
(

trace

to

ing.

90

Waldo,

CHARLES PALMER,

District,

she to get up a salve ?”
What has it done

came

about it?”

do ?”

19,838 to

rpHE
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ABNER G. GILMORE,
II. L. LORD,
ISAAC ALLARD,
S, S. HERSEY,
C. II. MITCHELL,
D. LANCASTER,
A. A. MOORE,
THOMAS W. LOTHROP
A. J. STEVENS,
E. SALMON 1),
K. M. LANCASTER.
J. DENNETT.
N. W. HOLMES,

in said

desire

iuguire,

How

thing

None.
None.
None.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

W. T. COLBURN,
W. If. SIMPSON,
J. B. WADLIN,
A. E. DURHAM,

Portland,

to

We want to know the origin ol
things, what they have
been, and done, and what their merits are.
It is cot strange, therelorc, that those who read of Miss
Who is Miss Saw er /”
Sawyer’s Salve should

$1,177,492 74

Amounts due or not due to Bunks
or other creditors
Losses adjusted and due
Losses adlusied and not due
Losses unadjusted and
^
Losses in suspense, waiting for
>
further proof,
All other claims against the Company

Election, WHO SHALL HE
FIRST, LAST AND ALL

WM. O. POOR,
CHARLES D FIELD,
A. 15. MATHEWS,
A. D. BEAN,
FRED BARKER,
A. C. BURGESS,

vt.

LIABILITIES.

Thursday Evening,
o'clock,
puspose of making arrangements for the election of City Of-

Sneezing l_n\

.v.
iN
bankruptcy.

RICHARD 11. WILSON, Bankrupt.

before the Court in

JOHN^^IlfKING.’ |

CITIZENS’ CAUCUS
CAUCUS OF TIIE CITIZENS OF BELFAST
be held at the Peirce’s Hall
A of all parties will
the 25th inst. at 7
for the

natural to the human mind
everything to its source.

the Rockland Free Press and the Republican
Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week lor
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their
debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, it any they have,
why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
3w3 1
Clerk ot District Court for said District.

$8,000 00
192,300 00
21,892 99
14,433 93

Surveyors in the different
Ports of the United States, Canada, Europe and the Conwork warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it desired.
tinent, on the receipt of this, will please have the anG. P. LOMBARD.
nexed advertisement inserted in their Commercial paper,
and give immediate notice to Bar subscribers.
REFERENCES.
Capt. H. HARIilMAN, of Stockton, the Surveyor
JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. D., Brun.wick; J. II. LOMGeneral of Maine, is the only authorized Surveyor in the
BARD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, MerState. All certificates of class signed by him, will be rechant, Brunswick; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick
ceived at this office.
Telegraph; It, II. CUNNINGHAM, M. D., WDcassct;
tf32
Publishers.
lw
; OWEN St. C. O’BRIEN, M. D.. Bristol.
The

j

Art, Philosophy

a

It is

o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in

$903,432 50

Total Assets

)

Virtues and Ktlects.

History,

in Nature, .Scienro.
Ii^VKKVTHING
If and Religion, has history.

riMIIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
X presented to the Court, this fourth day of January,
A. I). 1869, by Richard H. Wilson ot Rockland, In said
District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to
have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable unch r
the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
upon the same, on the first Monday of June, A. D., 1869,

None.

Loans on Bonds and Mortgage, being the
first lien on unincumbered Real Estate
worth double the amount loaned
Debts otherwise secured
Debts for Premiums
All other Securities

S-.

THE EDITION OF THE LEGITIMATE 1IEGISTER for 1869 will be ready lor delivery in March, ami has
no connection whatever with a book called the
Ameri-

NOTICE.

In the matter of

Agents

$891,100

OF THE

of American

and 116

surance

NlJW YORK.

OF

United States Six per cent. 30 year Bonds
Virginia State Bonds
New York County Bonds

Of

rrsllE SUBSCRIBER HEREBY GIVES RUBRIC
X NOTICE to all cone; rued, that she has been duly
appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of GEORGE HOLMES, late of lb 1mont, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons who
are indebteu to said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to her.
3w33
NANCY HOLMES.

can

INTERNACOMPANY.” It

Its

ter; that the payment of any debts and delivery of anv
property belonging to such Bankrupt, to him' or for
his use, and the transfer of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the Creditors of the
said Bankrupt, to prove their debts and to choose one or
more Assignees ot his Estate, will he held at a Co irt ol
Bankruptcy, to be holden at Belfast in the District o
Maine, belore Peter Thacher, Register, on the twentieth
day of April, A. D. 1869, at 3 o’clock P. M. at the ofii :e ot
the Register of Probate.
I.PANDER WEEKS,
32
U. S. Dep. Marshal, as*Messeiger

Capital Stock is
$500,000
Capital Stock paid up is
500,000 District Court of the United
States, District of Maine.
The Assets of the Co. are as follows:

AN

Blunt’s

riTIIIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE: That on the fifteenth
X day of February, A. D. 1809, a Warrant in Bankruptcy was issued against the Estate of JAMES LANCASTER ot Nortliport, in the County of Waldo, and
State of Maine, who has been adjudged a
Bankrupt on
his own petition; individually ana as a member of the
firms of J. & J. A. LANCASTER, II. N. LANCASTER
& CO., JAMES LANCASTER &
CO., and JAMES
LANCASTER; the other members of which firms were
John A, Lancaster of the firm of J. & J. A.
Lancaster,
and Humphrey N. Lancaster of the firms of II. N. Lancaster &, Co., James Lancaster & Co. and James Lancas-

1868.

1

as a

sisting

Lorillard Ins. Go.

EXAMINATION OF THE l'UBLIC SCHOOLS
in this City, will take place as follows: The Primaries on Tuesday lorenoon, March 2d; The intermediate
on Tuesday aiternoou; The Grammar on
Wednesday afternoon ; The Select on Thursday afternoon and the High
on Friday afternoon.
Barents, Guardians ami Friends of Education are reM. F. CARTER, Agent.
spectfully invited to attend.
Belfast, February 22, 1809.
lw

Society

upon his own petition, individually,
member of the lirra ot S. G. Thurlow & Co., conot said Thurlow & Janies White, bv the District
Court of said District.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
3w3*
Assignee

and

The amount of its
The amount of its

The
The

Committee of Arrangements:
JOHN H. QU1MBY, L. I). WOODWARD, WM. J.
COLBURN, CHARLES W. MITCHELL, FRED BARK-

Organs.

HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME-

Ilec.,

[

LADIES’ UNITARIAN SEWING SOCIETY.”

OtTIiLKTAlSr,

House &

was

cod-

MONDAY EVENING,
MARCH 15, 1869,
Under the auspices, and for the benefit of the YOUNG

This Remedy does not “»ry up” a Catarrh but
liOOJiXSRTH it; frees the heed of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soot lies the liurniug heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and ag*reeal»le in its effects that it
positively

Try

TIONAL INSURANCE
ClTY

IS LOCATED IN TIIE

—AT—

OFFICE

judged a Bankrupt

COMPANY,

Market Value

PEIRCE’S HALL, BELFAST,

COLDS In

and Vocal

ot

MISS SAWYER’S

Belfast, the

17th day of February, A. D., 1869.
UNDERSIGNED HEREBY GIVES NOTICE
his appointment as Assignee of SAMUEL G.
THURLOW ot Belfast, in the Countv of Waldo and
State of Maine, within said District, who has been ad-

YORK,

Real Estate unincumbered
Bonds owned by the Company to wit:
United States Five-Twenty Bonds, par value
United States Ten-Forty Bonds, par value

MASQUERADE

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Cmujhs, Deafness, dc.

£7"Cures without

ly45sp

On IhcSlsf

OF NEW

POUT OF

G IE*, a. dst x>

Delicions Sensation of Coolness and Comfort.

&c., forwarded immediately.

CITY

THE

Cash

1 he largest Georges codfish fare last
season,
brought in by schooner William J. Dale—100,575 lbs
fish, and 12,700 lbs of halibut. Net stock $2,263.

POWDER,

Dying should arrest the attention
of Young Men in our community,
where so many arc sinking under that long array of evils
Aa a Troclie Powder, Is pleasant to the taste,
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and
never nnuseates; when
other indiscretions and youthful indulgences.
swallowed,instantly gives to
Listen, and
the
Throat and Vocai. Organs a
ere
is
it
too
and
in
late,
Young Men,
enervated
suffering
youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit
which undermines the bodily health and the mental powers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FREDERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston.
Is the best Voick Tonic in the world I
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring
it!
and
35 cts.
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
of Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and ProstraSold by Druggists, or mailed free, address,
tion of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, DeCOOPER, WIL80X & CO.,
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Propr’i, Philadelphia.
Diseases, as well us the most terrible mental effects, such
Wholesale Agents:—G. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of
Memory, BROS. & BIRD, M. S. BURR & CO., WEEKS & POTRestlessness in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression of
Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILSpirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude, a Longing for TER,
LIPS & CO., J. W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
For sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
lyspia
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasiness, Headache, and a degree oi Insanity almost terminEXTRACT OF RYE,
ating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let Carefully made from the best of rye. It is better than
Bourbon whiskey, because it is made differently.
It is a
no false delicacy deter
you lrom the wise course. Go to
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health w hen stimulant for all. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 WashRetail
Wine
and
the body Is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can ington st., Boston, largest
Spirit House
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission in America.
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause of
C. A. Richard's Gohlen Sheaf Whiskey
disease.
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- Is considered one of the very best tonics for those who
plaints, and others of a similar nature, have no fears of find it necessary to use stimulants. It gives a healthy
the result if you plaoe yourself under his charge; his is action to the system, and invigorates the digestive orthe voice of experience, and he has cured more cases gans. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington
street,
than any other living physician,—he has administered to Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
sale, speedy and infallible. A perfect cure is guaranteed,
and a radical cure is always effected.
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the
only sure
cure for all Suppressions and
Irregularities that were ever
offered for sale in this city. These
Drops are acknowledged to be the best in the world for removing obstruc- PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, AVIIITE
tions and
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
producing regularity in all cases of Female Irregularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitlrom cold or any other causes.
are remarkably mild
They
ting Rooms made a specialty.
sale and sure, and the most
convincing proofs of their
GRAINING WITH
virtues are the benefits which have been realized
MACHINE,” IN OIL.
the
by
afflicted iu their use. The
All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
Drops can be obtained at my
ofhee, Mo. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions for Slate promptly attended to.
All letters attended to, and medicines,
use.
directions
Shop in next building north of New England Housm
to the

OP

SHIP NEWS.

Largest Codfish Trip. Sell Everett Steele*
Goslia, which arrived at Gloucester irom Georges las1
week, weighed off 102,070 lbs of codfish and 940 lbs o1
halibut, largest tare of codfish ever lauded at Gloucester
on a single trip.
The gross stock amounted to $2700 09;
net stock, $2505 58. Crew shared from $90 to
$100—average shares $125 48.

|

At

npHE
X ot

—OF THE—

INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE

1st, Savaro Lemondaro, aged 15 years

The

|

*
District Court of the United )
IN Bankruptcy.
States, District ot Maine,
j
|

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

and age. must

Feb. 19th—Sch Chatanooga, Black, Wilmington.
J l’Merriam, Clark, Boston.

DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN

And all Disorders

name

21st—Sch

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft
AND TROCHE

MAN-

WILLIE HENRI KENTZ,
Leader, will make processed through the principal streets on the arrival of the
train. Balcony Serenade one half hour
previous to opening the doors.
Admission, 35 cents; children under 12 years of age,
20 cents. Doors open at 7
o’clock, commence at 7 1-2.
Clark & Hardy. Proprietors; E. p. Hardy, Business
Manager; F. Styles, Advance Agent; O. S. Holden, Aosi.-tant.
This Troupe will perform at Bting-or,
moniluy
ami Tuesday Evenings, Feb, SO, A
27,

SAILED.

-\TONE

Head, Throat

DEMPAIBI WOT. YOU ARE WOT WET
I JVC Hit ABLE. RELIEF H AT UAWD !

Gymnasts, Mcssis. WILLIAMS and

KIN. The best Quartette in the profession, under the
direction of E. LINCOLN, Balladist, late of Rossini’s
English Opera Troupe. CHARLIE McCAWLEY, the
great Song and Dance Man, in which lie has no equal,
lull and efficient Orchestra, led
by N. W. TORRY, the
great American Violinist.
WIIITMOIiE & CLARK’S BRASS BAND.

The name of the Company is

Feb. 17th—Sclis Gedrgia, Cottrell, Boston; Loochoo.
Darby, do; Lucy J Warren, Alien, Baltimore.
20th—Schs Helen M Condon,
Condon, Baltimore; Fannie Hall, Ginn. Stockton.
22d—Sch Orozimbo, Gilmore, Bostcu.

j

THE

WELL KNOWN COMPANY has been reorganized and enlarged for the season of I860, under
the immediate supervision of the
great Comedians, GEO.
M. CLARK and HANK WHITE.
Re-engagement of

rpms
JL.

the wonderful

I

t

District Court of the United /
T,
bankruptcy.
States. District of Maine.
j
At Belfast, the 17th day of Eebruary, A. D., 1869.
UNDERSIGNED HEREBY GIVES NOTICE t
of his appointment as Assignee of JOHN FLOWERS of Belfast, in the County ot Waldo and State of
j
Maine, within said District, who has been adjudged n
Bankrupt upon his own pet lion by the District Court of
said District.
WM. II. FOGLER, Assignee, ;
3w33
Belfast, Maine.

FIFTEEN STAR PERFORMERS.

Boston, and Alisa Annie Cook-

beyond the date,

the 27th Section of the Ban ’ni
N. II. HUBBARD, Assignee
Belfast, Eebruary 16, 1869.
.'iwSU

the purposes named in
Act of March 2, 1867.

Gymnasium!

BELCi^T.
ARRIVED.
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LaiAiiM, uvviixwr iyj ina rattliar and important relations which they sustain,
the peculiar organization, and the offices they perform,
Freedom from these
are subject to many sufferings.
contribute in no small degree to their happiness and welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so,
but no one of these various female complaints can long
be suffered to run on without involving the general
health of the individual, and ere long producing permanent sickness and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant
to consult a physician for the relief of these various delicate affections, and only upon the most urgent necessity
will a true woman so far sacrifice her greatest charm as
The sex will then thank us for
in
to do this.
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficacious in relieving and curing almost every one of those
troublesome complaints peculiar to the sex.
11 elm hold’s Extract or Buciiu. Hundreds suffer
on in silence, and hundreds of others apply vainly to
druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them
with the hope ot a cure or apply remedies which make
them worse. I would not wish to assert anything that
would do injustice to the afflicted, but 1 am obliged to
say that although it may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the powers of life, by laborious employment,
unwholesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use
ol tea and coffee, and lrequent childbirth, it is far oftener
caused by direct irritation, applied to the mucous membrane of the vagina itself.
When reviewing the causes of these distressing complaints, it is most painful to contemplate the attendant
evils consequent upon them. It is but simple justice to
the subject to enumerate a lew of the many additional
causes winch so largely affect the life, health, and happiness of woman in all classes of society, aud which, consequently, affect more or less directly, the welfare of the
entire human family, fhe mania that exists lor precocious education and marriage, causes the- years that nature designed for corporeal developement to be wasted
and perverted in the restiainls of dress, the early confinement of school, and especially in the unhealthy excitement of the ball-room. Thus** with the body hall-clothed,
and the mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in
midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep
and rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished.
In consequence of this early strain upon her system,
unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to
retain her situation in school at a later day, thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is over, another
in prospective keeps the mind morbidly sensitive to im
pression, while the now constant restraint of fashionable
dress, absolutely forbidding the exercise indispensible to
the attainment and retention of organic health and
strength; the exposure to night air; the sudden change
of temperature; the complete prostration produced by
excessive dancing, must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect. At last, an early marriage caps the climax of misery, and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regardless of the plain dictates and remonstrances
of her delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subject ol
medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture of the
experience ol thousands of our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the functions of the
generative organs, the) require au education of their
peculiar nervous system, composed of what is called the
tissue, which is, in common with the female breast and
lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions and
associations at an early period of liie; and, as we shall
subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead,
long before puberty, to habits which sap the very life ot
their victims ere nature has self-completed their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites orLeucorrhcea, Too Profuse Menstruation, Exhaustion, Too Long
Continued Periods, tor Prolapsus and Bearing Down, or
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect specific known.
Helmbold’s Compound Extract Buciiu. Directions for use, diet, and advice, accompany.
Females in every period of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature iti the
discharge ot its functions. Strength is the glory of manhood and womanhood. Helmbold’s Extract Buciiu
is more strengthening than any of the preparations of
Bark or Iron, infinitely safer, and more pleasant.
Hklmbold’s Extract buciiu, having received the indorsement of the most prominent physicians in the
United States, is now oft'eiedto afflicted humanity as a
certain cure lor the fallowing diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination ot Blood to the Head, Confused Ideas, Hysteria,
General Irritability, Restlessness and Sleeplessness at
Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite,
Dyspe psia, Emaciation, Low Spirits, Disorganization or
Paralysis ot the Organs of Generation, Palpitation ol the
Heart, and, in fact, all the concomitants oi the Nervous
and Debilitated state of the system. To insure the genuine, nut this out. Ask tor Helmbold’s. Take no other.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Price $l.i*5
per bottle, or six bottles for $6.50. Delivered to any address. Describe symptoms in all communications. Address H. T. HELM BOLD, Drug and Chemical Warehouse, 504 Broadway, N. V.
ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN
steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile oi my
Chemical Warehouse, and signed
H. T. HELMBOLD.
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District Court of the United )
lN Bankruptcy. I
States. District of Maine.
\
In the matter of EDWIN 1».
TREAT, Bankrupt.
SECOND GENERAL MEETING Of the Creditors of said Bankrupt will be held
at Belfast, In
said District, on the twentieth day of
April A I) 180«>
at three o’clock, P. M, at the office ot Peter*
Thacher’
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Illustrated Almanac

CJUPERBI.Y ILLUSTRATED WITH OVKR 50 EXO GRAY 1NGS, the CALENDAR for IhGl), and inter-

esting literary matter; a beautiful and valuable annual
price 30 cents. Agents wanted in every town in New
England. Sample copy sent to any address tor 15 cents bv
IK A, BROWN & CO., Sole Agents,
3 School Street, Boston, Mass.
1

uuil Retail

GEO. C. GOODWIN &
Wholesale

Go

Agents, Boston, Mass.

jron»r 37*. iienhy
Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y.
This valuable

Salve is sold by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & COAgents for Belfast anti Vicinity,
lyr3?

joclrg.
TO 0\E IT

flckr ^bfarliscmenls.

HEAVES.

Pale star, that with thy soft sad light

Came out upon my bridal eve,
1 have a song to sing to-night,
Belore thou tak’st thy mournful leave.
Fince then so softly time hath slirr’d,
That months have almost seemed like horn
And I am like a little biid
That slept too long among the flowers,
And waking, sits with waveless wing,
Foft singing ’inid the shades of even.
But oh, with sadder heart 1 sing—
I sing of one who dwells in Heaven.

The winds nrc soft, the clouds arc few,
And tendcrost thoughts my l.eurt beguile*,
As floating up through mist and dew,
lhe pale young moon comes out and smiles;
And to the green resounding shore
In silvery troops the* ripples crowd,
Till all the ocean dimpled o’er,
Lifts up its voice and laughs aloud
And star on star, ail soft and calm,
Floats up you arch serenely blue;
And, lost to earth and steeped in balm.
My spirit floats in ether too.
Loved one!
I feel thy

though

lost to human

sight,

spirit lingering near,
i 1 eel the* light
That trembles through the atmosphere;
As iu some temple'.- holy shades,
Though mute the hymn and hushed tile- prayer,
as

soltly

as

A solemn awe the soul pervades,
Which tells that worship had been there—
A breath ol incense, left alone
Where many a censer swung around.
Will thrill the wanderer like a tone,
Who treads on consecrated ground.
i know thy soul, from worlds of bliss,
That stoops awhile to dwell with me,
Hath caught the prayer 1 breathed in thi-.
That 1 at last might dwell with thee.
1 hear a murmur iroin the seas,
That thrills me like thy spirit sighs,
1 hear a voice in every breeze,
That makes to mine Us low replies—
A voice all low and sweet like thine;
[i gives an answer to my prayer,
And brings my soul from Heaven, a sign
That 1 shall meet and know thee there.

I'll know thee there by that sweet face,
Round which a tender halo plays,
Mill touched with that expressive grace
That made thee lovely all thy day.-;
iiv that sweet smile that e’er it shed
A beauty like the light of even,
Whose soft expression never fled,
Fveu when its soul had flown to Heaven.
I'll know thee by the starry crown
That glitters iu thy raven hair;
Oh by these blessed signs alone
I ’ll know thee there—I’ll know thee thei«-.
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AGFATX WA.VTEJ* X’OII THE

pleasure in announcing to the citizens of

J

the Union,
And how they hired, /'ought and J)i d /
with Scenes and Incidents in the Front llehellion.
Comprising narratives ot Personal Adventure, Thrilling Incidents, Daring Exploits, Heroic Deeds, Wonderful Escapes, Life in the Camp, Field and Hospital. Adventures of Spies and Scouts, with the Songs, Ballads,
Anecdotes and Humorous Incidents oi the War.
It contains over lOo line Engravings and is the spiciest
and cheapest war book published. Price only $2.50per
copy. Send for circulars and see our terms, and full description of the work. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa; Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago,
111., or St. Louis, Mo.

Ayres

best, cheapest, and most practical adding maX chine ever in use. Will add columns of figures to
any extent, three columns at a time, as quick as they can
De written with a pencil, and the amount always be right.
A mi stale is impossible. The Addict will be sent to any
ad c’res- lor $1. Agents wanted. IE H. Walkek, 20ts
Broadway, Boom 14. N. Y. P. (). Box BDSG.

rjlIIE

AGENTS

OPENING

WANTED FOB THE

ISAM EH.

AN ENTIRELY

The astounding revelations and startling disclosures
made in this work are creating the most intense desire in
the minds of the people to obtain it. Its official character and ready sale, combined with an increased commission, make it the best subscription book ever published.
Send tor Circulars and sec our toims and why it sells
faster than any other work. Address JONES HBOTIIEBS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., or Chicago, 111.
WANTED in every town to sell the cclc
brated Clipper Mowers and Ileapcrs— Lightest draft
machines made. Send lor circular.
durable
and most
Cliff st., N. Y.
Ci.ii'PKK Mowkk and Bi:ai*kk Co.,

AGENTS

soaps, and the unprecedented success of the
American Company Toilet f»oaps. now sold
everywhere in the United States.
Ulckeoiie, A an llaagen &Co.. Sole .Ttanfrs
Philadelphia and New York.

foreign

AND

CHOICE

VITiVI. Mj. BRilSILEY will be happy to forward
W bis pamphlets ol testimonials for In ;, with directions for using his famous Super J’hosphutc of Lime, and
other standard Fertilizers, tree, on application.
Wm. J.. Bradley, 21 Broad .Street. Boston.

SEEDS.

AMrvicvmuNn i:or jpjlowFOR

Hybrid

any address.
J. TT. SHflTII. ESmitnoail. A. II.
to

Favorite’

Parlor

F. immense demand fur this popular instrument has
I induced us to make its manut tctiire a specialty and
we are consequently enabled to oiler them at much lower
rates than are charged for .-imiiar in-; rumei" s by other
makers. Inquire ol resident dealers or send for oar illustrated calalogue ill.d prici list. Address
<«. ;?s. (.ii : s.b& & €‘0..
ITANOFor. e JIam i;'i:s Bonron. !tla<§

rjnjl

Trustee give notice to all perOrdered, That
interested by causing a copy ut this order to be pub-

Will color gray hair a permanent black or brown. Sold
everywhere. Sent, by mail (or $1.25.
Address VV M 1* A TTO *. Treasurer,
Magic Comb Company, Springlicld, Mass.
FARMERS, GARDENERS and FRI IT
GROWERS.—Send t< r particulars of‘‘Best’s Improved Fruit Tree and Vine Invigorator and Insect
Destroyer.’’ Samples to test will be forwarded to any
part ol the United States and perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Good Agents are wanted in every Countv in tlie
Second Street,
United States. Address J. AII FAUN,
Baltimore, Md.

successively

in the

Republican

[others

Jounal

the second 1 uesday of March next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
should not be allowed.
ASA TH URLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

&OODS,

Cloaks and

iu another case, as reported by Mrs. 1’. W.
Williams, of Waterville, Me., it is a lady

WORSTEDS,

$25.
Kniltiiig
simplest,
cheapest and best Knitting Machim‘ ever invented. Will
knit 20,000 stitches p ir minute. Liberal inducements to
Agents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE
CO., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo.

FURNISHED
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FITTED

Expressly

for

them,

in

the

MIPOirH'M.-ll

our
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WE HEAT TH EM ALE.
GREAT ONE DOLLAR SALE is the Lost in
ami better goods than
the countr\. We give
OUR
be obtained of any other house in the business
more

or

from any store in the country. Our terms to Agents ex
cectl all others. Agents wanted everywhere. .Send for
circular. Address R. II. FI.INN & ('().,81 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

THIS color
IS ofNO and
HUMBUG
will receive

«3e, height,
eyes
hair, you
by return mail, a correct picture of your future husband or
wife, with name and date ol marriage. Address W.
FOX. I*. O. Drawer No. s. Fultonville, New York.
fr«m ioale,
ELD Uterine or Abdominal Weakness, Falling
Womb, (with lameness in lliis or Back,) Corpulency, General Debility, Hernia or Rupture, should wesr
sEELEx’S HARD RUBBER
»nirr
[LnL/I

of the

NEW AND ELEGANT

AXEL

HAYFORD, Esq,

Church

Street.

AN INSPECTION OF OUR

NOBLE.—Self-help
having erred, desire a better
BUT
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sent to

sent

his feet

to Mr. Moore

again,

and his

Complaint,
On the

grandson

hand, Nelson S.

one

put

|

and the box

himself citred his wife of

Kidney[

of

Croup.

Woods,

City, Neb., shouts that the POWDERS have “have knocked his;
rheumatism higher than a kite
[
ou the other, a
neighbor of II. Webster, ol
East Pembroke, N. Y., declares that he

At an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
of
| and for the County of Waldo, on the thtrd
; February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
BAGLEY, Administrator of the estate of
Israel Bagley, late of Troy, in said Couaty of Wal
; do, deceased, having presented his lirst and final account
of Administration on said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear al a
Probate Court, Co be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same; should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
32

will not take
half box ol

one

hundred dollars for his

Powders,

half he cured Ins

er

because with the oth-

Cough and Kidney

restored ; and Jacob L. Sargent,

Plainview, Minn.,

At an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
and lor the County ol Wald >. on the third Tuesday of
February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
KIMBALL, of Belfast, having presented a petition that the Administratrix on the estate of
Benj. Brown, late of Belfast, i; said County ot Waldo,
deceased, may be authorized to convey to he certain real
estate ngieeably to the contract of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy o: this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republic in
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to bi held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on t ie second Tuesday of March next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
why the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register.
32
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sore
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cured

onward,
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single

box of the POSITIVES.
But enough. I
The panorama is endless. The stream flows
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omatti r what his condition may
i in si .; In ply, privately, and radically.
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not, know that it care? their neighbors and
and all know that what it do.
out
k doe; alu:i
that it never lads through nr.; laid: or negiwtol
its composition.. We have thousands m-;. tk<>:.
sands of certificate?->l' their remarkable new <>: ;i
tallowing complaintbut such euro-* arc krewn
every neighborhood, and we need not publi-h tli..-i i.
Adapt'd to all ages and conditions in ail ••innatecontaining neither calomel or any delete! ;•>»■> dm.'
tliey ina\ l>c taken with -eifet.y by any bode. Thensugar roaring preserves them ever fresh and lliuk*
them pleasant to take, while beiii" purely egetnbi.no harm can arise from their use in any quant*:;d,
They operate by their powerful ir,linen■■
internal viscera to purify the blood and Tim :' u
into healthy action
f t!i
remove tin* obstruction
stomach, bowel-*, liver, and other organs of tie*
body, restoring their irregular action to health, and
by correcting, wherever tliey exist, such derange,
inents as are the first origin of disease.
Minute directions arc given in the wrapper on
the box, for the following complaints, which these
Pills* rapidly cure:
For l>yM|Mki>«i«t or Intlig*<»«fion, List loss*
now. Languor and Lo«« of Ippvtifc. th *v
should be taken moderately to stimulate the stomach and restore its healthy tone and action.
For Liv«*r Complaint and its various vnir
toms, Hiliou* U<Miiacli(‘,Miik HoaiLiclii*.
Jaundice or Cireeii
flickucM, Ifilioo*
Colic and ISiHoutf I’evern, they should be judiciously taken for each case, to correct the diseased
action or remove the obstructions which eaime if.
For Dj wont cry or Diarrhoea, but one mild
—
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fation of the Heart. Pain in the Hide,
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taken, as required, to change the diseased action
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RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

SPENCE, M.D., !
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WHEREAS,

SIiYiONTON BRO’S, & CO.
Belfast, December 9th, 1868.

THOMAS B. GROSE,
Sheriff kiiox Count}.
TOST OFFICE ADDRESS, ROCK PORT, UK.

Precepts must be accompanied with good Indemnifying bonds, also security for fees and costs
January 1, isou,
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MEDK ATLD 1MIALAN
tor PhlhLK*.
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ho only certain relief ami
prol.able cure ever of
femd to the public. Inhaled wii 1.
lie hr eati-. it goes direct ly to tin- Lungs and relaxes the contracted nerve or
muscles which encircle the air
tubes, ami tin patient
fi -alias free, easy and natural
Phthisic is brouxi t on
bv so many different causes th e it is
impossible to adjust
any am remedy as a cure for all |en.on« thus nllliett d.
Hut lv Inhai.an
neecr fads to 1m ucdiutelv relieve ill
cas< s
Phthisic irom whatever can.-e it may have be. u
on; it i- always safe and :,lw
reliable.
Price 5 cents. By mail ^lbb
sold at wholesale and
retail by S. A. Howes & ( e.. Belfast, M.
< >rd('rs from dealers in medici ue.
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*J. 1
l 1AV R, Proi rietor,
Ht1
Belfast, Me.
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Dr. Sholes’ Eclectic

t'Olt

j

and Dropsical Swelling* ih
should be taken in large and frequent dosea to ps
dace the effect of a drastic purge.
For ttiippre«sion a large dose should be tak.n
as it produces the desired effect
by svinpatliv.
As a Dinner Pill, take one or two fills to piw
mote digestion and relieve the stomach.
An occasional dose stimulate the stomach and
bowels into healthy action, restores the appciii
and invigorates the system. Hence it is often :i
vantageous where no serioti- derangement e\ :
One who feels tolerably well, often finds thataih
of these l*ifls makes him feel decidedly better, fi
their cleansing and renovating effect on tiled.’
tive apparatus.

At an adjourned I'robate Court held at Belfast, within centres ol vitality, tlooding them with currents ol new
and lor the Count; of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of lite, and bathing them in streams of inagneti.-in which
February, m the year o! our Lord eighteen hundred give health, strength, vigor and elasticity to both body
and mind.
and sixty nin<.
the
1. CUNNINGHAM, Administratrix of the 1
positive
pohoern ARK I
eatate ot Charles F. Cunningham, late ol Stockton SOOTHl.Vk AXURAkaVETJC. They lull 1
Dll. .T.
A.YKII X CO., f metical * hemists.
and
liuth the most sleepless and restless mind or tlie
o!
d
in said County
Waldo,
ceased, having presented a i
s'.
LOWlil.l. MASS., I
{
petition that Leonard bhule, of Stockton, may be ap- I most agonized body into the sweet slumber ol childhood j
For sale by nil Druggistsln Belfast.
pointed Administrator, de bonis non, on the estate of j and the gentle sleep of infancy. They are all powerful in controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convulsions,
said deceased.
Ordered That the said Eliza F. give notice to all persons Fits, St. Vitus* Dance and Colic. They allay Fevers, j
Interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published and Inflammations acute or chronic. They cure ltheuthree weeks successively in the Republican Journal, mutism, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and
J OB THE
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Affections of the Kidneys. Tliey put a veto on !
Court, to be held at. Belfast, within .uul tor said County, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Bowel Complaints, Nausea, Vomiiiisiinit < lire!
on the second Tuesday ol March next, at ten of the dock
iting. They charm away Neuralgia, Sciatica, Tie
bclore noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the Douloureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, and l’ains
OK AM,
ot
ail
kinds.
cure
should
not
he
said
of
They
ileartbnrn,
Indigestion,
petition
granted.
prayer
CHRONIC DISEASES.
Sour Stomach and Dyspepsia in every form. They are
ASA Til URLOUGH, Judge.
a silent hut sure success in all Female Diseases
32
Atruecopy. Attest—B, P. Field, Register.
1-11 Court street., Ilontmi, Ada**.
Offlcr.Xd.
and Weaknesses. Thousands of patients report them to
be the heat medicine ever used iu the above disTo the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of
DU.
SH<)
1.1-S
does strictly an office business and gives
eases, :is well ns in Catarrh, Scrofula, Erysipelas, Small
Waldo.
Pox, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and kindred Affections.
pecial attention to ::!1 Diseases ol the sexual System, 1 y
rpUE undersigned Guardian of NETTIE M. and ADlis
own improved m* thod ot treatment.
]’t rsous sutbrTil K
IEC1AT1VE
POW IB Kit*
AUK
I DIE C. NEWCOMB, minor heirs of William J.
STB TO IK ATI NO AID ELECTRIC
diseases arising from "Secret Habit." or ot!u
They ng withwill
Newcomb, late ol Burnham, in said County, deceased,
find it to their advantage to consult him,
and flexibility to the palsied or
auses,
{five
strength
said
that
minors
are
seized
and
respectfully represents
To Fkmai.es.—Dr. Sholes has made all diseases pern
muscle or limb. They open the vision
possessed of certain real estate situate in said Burnham, paralyzed
of the blind amaurotic eye.
They quicken and iar to the female sex his particular study, and to this
vi*. the Homestead farm of said deceased, containing
of practice he will continue to give especial
the
an<l
the
electrify
lost
sense
is
lepartment
reparalyzed nerve,
about eighty acres, subject to the widows dower, and
ittention. “His Lunar Mixture" lor females may be
stored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, ar d bringing
one undivided hall ol lot No. b on Gardners ami Wilback
the
sense
of
ised
all
Smell
ladies
with the certainty of relief in every
or
ot
Taste,
by
liams gore, containing eighty acres in the whole lot, that
Feeling. Thev
rou«e the vital energies of the
patient in Typhoid :ase of unnatural stoppage.
an advantageous oiler often hunui ‘d ami lifty dollars
and
and
his treatment, wishing to remain in
the
tinder
i’yphus
Fevers,
ol
death speedprostration
Strangers
has been made by Timothy N. Tebbecs, of Belgrade, in
he city will be furnished with good board mid competent
the County of Kennebec, which ollVritis lor the inter- ily gives way to the vigor and buoyancy of health.
•n
Fever
and
iu
all
of
its
lurees.
the
Ague
July 17, ly
forms,
POSHTest of all concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds
BVK AID NEGATIVE POWIBKR* know
thereof to bo put on interest lor the benefit of said mino such thing: as fail—the
Negatives for the Chills
nors.
the Positives lor the l«ever.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your Honor to grant
The magic control of the Positive and
her a license to sell and convey said real estate of said
Powders
Yeg-ative
over diseases of all
ol
the
widow’s
reversion
dower
the
minors, (including
is wonderful beyond all
kinds,
precedent.
thereon.) to said Timothy N. Tebbets, lor said sum.
•
They arc adapted to all ages and both sexes, and to evS Alt All NEWCOMB.
DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 I nk:
At au adjourned Court *>f Probate, held at Belfast, j ery variety of disease, and in these respects they are
as
cott St.. Boston, is consulted daily for all di
1'Ann.Y
within and lor the County of Waldo, on tire third Tues- ,
8 incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Ut> ri
of Feburary, A. 1>. v.-'J, upon the foregoing petition,
of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, cad
'■"MUM
extol
them. AGEXTS arctic- '"ailing
to
all
notice
inpersons
ordered, that the petitioner give
ithcr menstrual derangements, arc all treated mi dowith
lighted
them.
llllL
4-t.lt.TN find ready saleterested, by causing a copy of said petition with this or- tor them. Printed
a |
principles, and speedy relief gue-uuUvd
terms to Agents and Physicians sen
! lathologicul
the weeks successively in the
der thereon, to be
So invariably certain is this new mode
cry few days.
free.
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that they
if
that
most
obstinate
under
treatment,
complaints yield
1'ull explanations and directions
accompany each Box. ! t, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
may appear at a Probate. Court to be held at. the Probate
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of Special written directions will be sent free, if a brief
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
Circulars sent free. lire of diseases of women than
March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew description of the disease is given.
any other physician in
TO ailed, postpaid on
cause, if auy they have, why the same should not be
receipt of price.
Soston.
ASA TlIUltl.Ol'GH. Judge.
granted.
lBox,44 Po». Powders, $1.
accommodations for patients who may vd<h
Boarding
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register.
1
44 A eg.
I
1 o stay in Boston a few days under Ids treatment.
i,
I MI<’K.{
1
22 Pos.
22 Yeir. 1.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attenAt an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
! O Boxes,.
j ion to an office practice for the cure ot Piivate Disease5.
ana for the
l TA
••..
s nd Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
Sums of $5 or over, sent
February, in the year of our i.ord eighteen hundred
by mail, should be cither in 1 Jnitcd States.
the form of Post Office
and sixty-nine.
ib
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they
Money Orders, or Drafts ou New
the
Executor
of
for
the
or
else
If. FOGLE K, Attorney
1 tot be answered.
the letter should be registered.
ork,
last will of lEmeline A. Taylor, who was ExeOffice hours from 8 A. m. to 9 r. >i
TO one j mailed to ns Is at onr
cutrix and sole legatee of Is* : Taylor, late of Racine,
Boston, July ^5, 18t5s.
1;»4
risk.
Wisconsin, deceased, having p esented a petition that he
OFFICE,
said
Isaac
be
may
Taylor’s
appointed Adiuinistraton
THE LADIES. —The celebrated DU. I
DL\
estate.
particularly invites all Ladies who need a JA'</e al or
Ordered, That the said Fogler give notice to all persons
surgical nd\ iser, to call at his Rooms, vi Emlieott St.,
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
toston, Mass., which they will find arranged for their
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
pecial accommodation.
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Address,
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
and
tor
said
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
County,
•articular branch ol the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
at
ten
of
the
on the second
clock
March
tf
next,
Tuesday
o females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this connhave,
before noon, and shew
uisc.it auy tin y
why the
ry and Europe,) that he excels .11 other known practiesame should not be allowed.
WO A £917, VEW
oners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
YORK CITY.
ASA TULKLOl.GIf, Judge.
ctnalc complaints.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. FlRegister.
His medicines arc prepared with the express
or
purpose
if removing all diseases, sueh as debility, weakness uiilaturul suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
lischarges which flow from a morbid state ol the blood.
I’ho Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in bis
peculiar
once
tyle. both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
as emule sex, and they are
respectfully Invitid to call at

ELIZA

III.

j

■

MOST WOXUEIUTL MEIUCIKE.
HLEXT 1ET SO EiTTCXl'IOTI. A
penetrating, deep-searching, irresistible curative agent,
standing alone, unrivalled, without an cqu.il. THE !
POSITIVE
A»D
VECiATIVE
POWIB Kit,* strike at the root of
di«ea«c; yet they
do no violence to tlio system,
causing no purging, no
vomiting, no nausea, no narcotizing. They soothe
and cliarni and magnetize. and steal into the
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mmsils

“Steam Refined”

disappear.
For Dropsy

humanity.

1

>

»

<

—

—

Complaint of four years standing. Seth
Tobey, ot Tunnel City, Wis., has his bearing

any before
1 y adopted

■

j

of

Swan

PROF. PAYTON

Notice of Foreclosure.

Fifteeu years ago a gentleman sold a lot of
land in Des Moines, Iowa, for §500.
A week
tools contained in the same, and whereas the conditions
ago he bought back the same lot from the same of said
mortgage have been broken, we therefore claim a
person to whom he sold It, and paid 827,000. foreclosure of the snme agreeably to the statute in such
It Is unimproved except by the growth of the case made ami provided.
BARKER Sc BURGESS,
I
3J
Belfast, Feb. 2d, 1SG9.
city.

on

Now

TENT

WESTON W. DOW of Palermo, County of Waldo and State cl Maine, by bis mortgage
bill of sale, dated March 28, 18GS, conveyed to us a blacksmith shop, situate In said Palermo, together with the

him

French sales for sale, three lor $1. Order by mail.
Patients who cannot, tpply in person may by letter.
Medicines sent to all parts of the country
office open on Sundavs.
zl ly.

e v < *:v

TIJ'M.
YY

A STUDY.

CENTT* I will send to any one a list of
the best Newspapers in the United States. 1 would
once have paid si tlioiiAand dollar* tor this very information. Address Box 072, N. Y. City.

that the box

| ports

medi-

one

umvcr-all} required by every both as
a cathartic, nor was ever

(

ES.—Dr. Ray’s Vegetable Monthly Powders.
Safe and unfailing regulator in special cases. Price
Address Wm, Kay, M. D., P. O. Box -1737, X. Y,

J7^RUING

JO.

n*

cine is so

published

A HI

for Young Men,
manhood. Sent
jj who
iu scaled letter envelopes, free of charge. If bcnefltted
return the postage. Address PHI LAN I'llROS, Box P,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Perhaps

1

coln must die in

LAMSON, Administrator of the estate ol Geo,
•
G. Woods, late ot Freedom, in said County of Waldecease
do,
!, having presented his first and final account
of Administration on said estate for allowance.
That
the ssid Administrator give notice to all
Ordered,
persons interested by causing a copy ot this o dor to be
weeks :.ucee.*»sively in the Republican
three
published
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to he In 1«1 at Belfast, within* ai d for said
County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten ol
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
A>A TllURLOUGl .Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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RHEUMATISM; NEURALGIA.

j
I
:*£).

the doctors declare that Mrs. Melviu Lin-

Fo Females in Delicate Health.

ON

exclu.-ivc attention

J

1

Philadelphia, Pa.

You need suffer no longer, unless you choose.
WHITE'.* DL9%Ht will cure you quicker than
any other remedy in the world. Enclose a stamp lor a
circular containing a few names out oi more than six
hundred who have been cured by it; cr $ 1, and the medicine shall be sent to you. All apothecaries sell it. Address J. WHITE, Druggist, 28 Leverctt st., Boston.

box of

1

ERECTED THE LAST SEASON BY

l’ADKLFORD

a

|
j

QUACKS ARK NOT IGNORANT.
the foregoing facts are known to
and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ol the life and health ^f others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee’’ may be obtain*. 1 for
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of i»

|

BLOCK,

F.

sexes.
priv.-de nature,
DR. i’ADELFOKD has gained a great celebrity lor the
cmeof the above disease* than any physician in America
His great success in those long standing and difficult
cases, such as werefoimerly e nsid*»red incurable. Is sut
ticient to commend him to the public as worthy the ex
tensive patronage he hua received.
It is deplorable to witness some of the cases that ar*
presented to him, when the disease has been driven into
the system by quacks, the abuse ol Mercury and (Jopaiva,
to break oul again in the form of spots and ulcers on
| &c.,
flic body, pain in the joints, sore throat*, night sweats,
ami emaciation.
I Hardly a day passes bat lie has patients recommended
| to his care by physicians from the country, and tl is and
other cities, who ha\e not the means of gaining sufficient
experience to_enable them to cure tin*"worst of all die
! eases.
TO YOUNG MEN.

RUT ALL

*i|M*(*iij

BRICK

W

gives
DR.to diseases of the gonito
urinary organs, and all dis
in both

i eases of

Notwithstanding
who has the some quack doctors

j

MI FFO15 T E kl

Chestnut st.,

Palsy

Marysville,

OFFICE.

>

LUTHER

STORE,

state of

Nl RCiK AL

Ho. 5!) KiMlieott Ktrevt, lloston.

j

Tuesday

SPACIOUS and well LIGHTED

tu:i>l< ML A VI>

Attkissou,
SPENCE’S POSChills, buys
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW-!
Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought
DERS of a passing tin peddler, and though ! maybe obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that man;, onSeminal
by secret habits indulged in by young men. This is
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experi
one of the greatest evils that can beta! mail.
It beget*
having “no more coulidence in them than I meats with quackery.
Disease ot the Heart, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Ennui
DR. DIX\S
so much dust,”
and dually ends in complete Idiocy
yet they “cure his chills like chart.es are very moderate Communications sacredly ationoi the aFrame,
rush of blood to the head, it often terml
and all may rely on him with tin str.cn at By causing
a charm
and John Wreghit, nearer by, at confidential,
nates in Apoplexy.
secrecy and confidence, whate\
may be the disease, ci
Persons
suffering from NERVOUS DEBILITY, espc
dition or situation id any one, married or singh
East Walnut Hill, Ohio, has a
Medicines sent hy Midland Lx press t< 1.1' parts A the eially Those contemplating marriage, should lose no tine
great and United
in making Immediate application.
States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one d'-dur to
unexpected wonder worked on insure
TO FEMALES.
an answer.
him by the POWDERS they cure him
Dr I'ADELFORD is admitted by the best medica
Address Pk. L.Dix.No. v! F.ndicott St. Bostic. Mass.
talent of the country to have no equal in the treatment
Boston Jan. 1 Ih'OV—! vr
of a
of Female Complaint*, and it is no unusual occurrence
Rupture of twenty-five years durator physicians in n*gu);.i practice to recommend patients
;
tion, to say nothing of his cured RheuHim tor treatment when afflicted in Ins speciality.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, t Ladies
will receive the im>-t scientific attention, both
matism. From the east, Mrs. N. S. Da- j
ami *ur_ ically. Board, with old and expert
medically
For
all the
purposes of a Laxative
■need nurses, will he furnished those who wi.-h to rr
Medicine.
vis, of West Coruville, Me., reports that !
main in the city during treatment.
a

|

AV, I’AiniER anil
itOBBsiBS*!.4 A. should send for
17IVE1IV
pamphlet ol
lull

pages, containing
description of a now invention
by which the most inveterate kickers, rnnaicays and vicious horses can be driven with perfect safety. For breaking and training horses it is b. tun ihau Kerry's orany
other system, .scut Free. Address N. P. BoYEK&CO.,
Purkesburg, Chester Co., Pa.

;

I

EARLY ROSE POTATCUSSJSS
Spring \N heats, Outs, Barh'v. Corn, Clover Seeds, Grass
Seed, Hogs, Fowls, Best Fodder Cutter. Send lor the
Experimental Farm Journal, only 20 cents. Address GEO. A. DEI IX, Chambersburg, Pa.

.,

three days, and
thereupon she takes the POWDERS, and
in four
days is seated at the break-[
At an adjourned Probate Couv* held at Belfest, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the third ’Tuesday of fast table, with her family ; from the [
February, in the year of our Ford eighteen .mndred i
West; C. L. Child, of Decorah, Iowa, re- i
and sixty-nine.

j
j

AT THE

Avvav off in

Thomas B.

Cal.,

At an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
and lor the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine.
WILLIAMSON, Administrator of the estate
of Horace II. Houston, late or Searsport, in the
County ol Waldo, deceased having presented his second
and linai account of Administration on said estate To allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to
till persons interested by causing a copy ot this ortl-T to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and fo-- said
County, on the second 'Tuesday of March next., at en of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should be allowed.
ASA 1TIURLOUGH, Ji.dge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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GLOVES,

D AG E N IS 2^.125
W A NTE
Itlacliiiie.
Price
T he

pamphlet, 1317

two years before.

MARY

HOSIERY,

~

Send for

\\ hose eyesight is restored from a
Blindness caused by a shock of

At an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty nine.
M. NELSON, widow ot Charles Nelson, iatc
of Palermo, in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that an allowance maybe
made Iter from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
iuterestsd by causing a copy ot this order to he published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal print
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be field at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday ot March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLoUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register.
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Cloakings.

VGENTS,

A BSIIOIIE A A L

Spew’s

ly50

IGNORANCK OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOS TRL31-.M A K KKS.
Through the i. noranee of the Quack Doet. r, knowing
no oth- r remedy, lie relies upon Mina t;i:v,and gives it
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called extracts,
Specific, Antidote. &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundrei: it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, ii posssiblc, by competent physicians.

and “cures up
Spasms, Fevers,
Measles, tint! fairly routs everything;’

same

WHITEGOODS,

to introduce the <. I. N i N i- 1 MI’R(>\
male and
l.l> COMMON SENSE FAMILY EWING .MACHINE.
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind
Price
braid and embroider in a most superior manner
only $I-X. Fully warrant) >1 tor live years. We will pay
$1000 for any machine that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic seam than uurs. It makes the
Elastic Lock Mitch.” F.very second stitch can be cut,
ind still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 per month and
expenses, ora commission from which twice that amount
Address SECOMB & CO., Pittsburg.
can be made*.
Pa., Boston, Mass, or bT. Louis, .Mo.
dilution.—l)o not be imposed upon by other parties
palming otl‘ worthless cast-iron machines, under the
Ours is the only genuine and
same name or otherwise.
really practical machine manufactured.

can

the

CHARLES

matt,
wanted,
female,

20

from !N.
SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of .Special Diseases, a fact so well !
that known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, ilotc'.
Proprietors, &c that be is much recorum ended, and par

February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and herself of
copy from medical books, much that is written
sixty-nine.
Neuralgia. In one case positions,
of the qualities and ell ets oi dillercui herbs and plants,
P. STETSON, Trustee und<*r the will of
it
is
a lady iu Sacramento, Cal., who is and ascribe all the same to their l’ills, Lxtrm !*, Specifies
Catharine Pierce, and as successor under will of Wal
&c., most of which.it not nil, contain 3Iercury, because
do Pierce of G. A. Pierce, former Trustee, late of Frankcured of Catarrh by the POWDERS, of the ancient bi mi of its curing *’v• r\ tliir;■/,” but now
fort, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having presentknown to “kill more than is cured,
and those iu.t
ed his first account as Trustee as aforesaid lor allowance.
and who straightway administers them to killed, constitutionally injured for lit*.
the said

PIANOS! FIANOS ! PIANOS !
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Equal Them

Ali Hitters to

IN BOSTON.

and

JOSEPH

REVISED
i:u KjCEIMt,- li.NLU:(ii:l)
Mi*with
Htadius and Lilies, U
list of French
AND

I HYSH IAN

GRADUATE

s

SMITE’S CATALOGUE OF

a

REGULAR
ADVERTISING

ON! Y

or

_

published and will be sent

ts THE

POW-

one

i<

NEW

SHAWLS,

lSGy,

comes

1

itnd 2*alin.

Quality, Style and Perfume warranted equal to the
English and sold fully f>0 per cent, cheaper, which accounts for the great lulling off in the demand for the

now

DERS;

here

FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR
THE PARE, FOR THE SICKI.V, FOR
TIIE AGED, FOR FEMALES!

Lung

NEGATIVE

and

s

EAUTY i

*

In

<11 MB

AND

HEALTH

'S

STRENGTH

is

Secret Service
III GEY. JL.

IVE

-Jl*'
VIGOR

Standard Wine
Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying
NEGATIVE POWDERS have I ticularly to
respectfully represent that the goods, chattels and credits
111 TIERS !
ot said deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts
STRANGERS AND fKATELLER :.
and charges of Administration, bv the sum ol One II un- cured a child of Deafness of six years I
MADE OF
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign av.d native
I dred and Kilty Dollars.
UI\E. II Eli II Si l.VJI ROOTS!
There is a letter from A. Idle-1 quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other larg<
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to grant duration.
cities,
him a license to sell and convey so much of the real esDR. DIX
-I'tint's Celebrated WINK, so muili in u«c by t>h>si
tate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the brook, of Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices j
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy said debts, and
put on
jI clans,
him
that
tie
consult
in
critical
of
whom
because
of
PER
If VI AN HA HR,
cases,
POSITIVE AND NEGA- many
incidental charges, and charges of Admidistration.
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
C l MO.MILE FLOW Lit,
JAMES REILLEY.
SNAKE HOOT,
TIVE POWDERS have cured his child s© long experience, practice,and observation.
WILD C/lFIl/i > BARR,
At ail adjourned Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
of Cholera Morbus, ins wife of Chills be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
GIN OF It,
and lor the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
being deceived and such other Herbs and Roots
will in all case* assist
false
promises, j
February, A. D. 18GU.
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
and
and and
and give
and
digestion,
Fever
of
uretentions
Enlarged
Spleen,
TONE AND VIGOR TO
TfPON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the peti
l' ORKIGN AND NAT I \ L QL A< K,‘S,
tioner give notice to all persons Interested, by his
THE YOUNG AND OLD,
neighbor of Neuralgia ; and there is j who know little of the nature and character of Special
a copy of said petition, with this order thereon,
MALE AND FEMALE
|| causing
/ess to their cure. Some exhibit forged
to be published three weeks successively in !he Republi- one from Mrs. M.
of Danby Four Disease*, and
All u*e it with wonderful success; brings <01.0 VI to
Calvin,
or
which
Institutions
never
existed
ol
olleges,
Diplomas
| can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
the
and
white*
Rh'om
and ll<kMU(y to tin
pale
lip*.
ther.s exhibit Diplomas of the
in any part ol the world
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate J Coruers, Vt., iuloruxing me that the POSCureT
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At an adjourned Probate Court held at Belfast, within
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by Che dead, who cmnot expost
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Rheumatism, Dyspepsia,
Catarrh,

TotheUonorable Judge of Probate for the County of
Waldo,
REILLEY of Frankfort, in the County of
Waldo, Administrator of the estate of FRANCIS
CULLEN, late ot Winterport, in said County, deceased,

WALKER’S ADDIST.

beingjsung,

While a eoneert and hall at St. Patrick’s Hall,
In Montreal, was In progress on Wednesday
night, 2000 persons being present, a cry was
raised shortly before midnight that the roof
was giving way, causing intense excitement.
All Immediately rushed to the street, aud while
the last part of the crowd were getting out the
root fell with a tremendous crash.
Several
persons were injured, but It is hoped none were
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American citizen who was in the Theatre
of Villanueva, on the evening of 22d ult., and
witnessed the riot and massacre in the streets
of Havana that evening, says that the origin
of the outburst was the shooting of a young
He says : “A very baauliful girl, the
woman.
daughter of Aldaina. one of the wealthiest aud
most uoble of all Cubans, wore upon her left
breast the American flag, with the inscription,
‘long live the ltepublic of Cuba’ upon it. When
the whole
that stirriug song was
audience rose and cheered this yftung woman,
aud as she rose to acknowledge the salute—all
eyes were now bent upon her—a low, mean,
cowardly Spaniard shot her with a revolver,
killing her instantly. Two American gentlemen occupied the box adjoining Senoritu Aldama, whose names I do not know, but oue of
whom, seeing the pistol pointed at the young
lady’s breast, drew his revolver, and a second
after the Spaniard had fired, blew the top off
the head of the cowardly assassin. Iustautly
the whole theatre was the scene of the greatest confusion, and the Spanish troops rushed
In and began llring upon the masses of the
huddled together, unarmed, iunocent men and
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS.
Their effects and consequence :
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
AM overwhelmed ! There is
Hundred Dollars.
nothing,
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
ancient or modern, to compare with it— Mercurir.I Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
grant him a license to sell and convey so much of the
Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
mutate of said deceased, (including tlie reversion of
I am overwhelmed with its vast .'-kin;
the Widows dower thereon,>ms will satisfy said debts and nothing.
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousm -e ; < onstituincidental charges, and charges of administration.
other Weaknesses in youth and the more adtionnl
and
power, its extensive range, and the count- vanced, at nil ages of
JOHN GREELY.
less
BOTH
wonders which it panoramas before me.
SEXES, SINGLE OK MARRIED.
At an adjourned Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
For
four
ffMV I!.. f»J 4 S
stream has
years the
February, A. D. 1SG9.
PRIVATE MEDICAL Of FICE,
the foregoing Petition, Ordered, Tnat the peti- continued to
pour in upon me,
in-;
tioner give notice to all persons interested, by caus21 Emlicott Street. R.',«(on. ’Kntfi.
ing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be creasing in volume and
ach other.
Here comes! is so arranged that pate nts n< v- sc- or h.
power.
published three weeks successively in the Republican
the only entrance to his office is Vo. 21, havRecollect,
Journal, a paper pi inted at Belfast, that they may appear a letter from Jos. D.
of East Greens- ing no connection with his re-idonno
juently
at a Probate Court, to be held at Probate Office in Belfast
family interruption, so that on no account » an any person
aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten boro, Vt., telling me of the cure of his hesitate applvine at his office.
o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
DR. DIX
why the same should not be granted.
boldly asserts, (and il canuc* be contradicted, except by
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge,
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themA true copy. Attest—B. P. Field,
Troubles and
Register. 32
dy the POSIT- selves,
to impose upon patients,) that le-

lished three weeks

In the olden times, when necromancers
would fill the air with spirits,
they had potent spells, cabalistic formula, aud various
charms by >\ hicli to evoke and control evil
spirits. There is a much shorter and surer
way than all that to fill heaven aud earth
with demons.
But your liver out of order.
That is a spell that never fails.
Dyspepsia
will raise more devils in one day than ever
Merlin could in a year.
A good man, in good health, engaged iu
business for which he is fitted, and contented, will always be iu luck.
Poor luck goes with slender judgment, with
indolence with super sensitive pride, with
indigestion, with torpid livers, with heedlessness and stupidity.
As all of us have Hecks and tints of all
these elements, at times ; so we all of us
have our share of had luck.
The height
of ill luck is to be born badly, to live badly
and to die badly.
Let every man blame himself for all his
bad luck, and lie will find a cure for more
than half of it.

killed.

OF

printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a 1'rebate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,

Lhe calamitous flood at Danbury,
Sunday
night, seems to have resulted from the mistaken construction of the Kohanza dams.
Both dams were mere earthworks. The
upper one was 250 feet above the town, 500
feet long aud 1)0 feet high, aud its reservoir was of 40 acres surface, tightly closed
in a narrow
It is
gorge between bills.
said that a week before Christmas a small
fissure was discovered in this upper dam,
about ten feet below the water line iu the
centre of the bank.
This was brought to
the notice of those interested, but all
agreed
to let it wait until a more convenient season
for the work. This neglect was a
costly
one, fatal to at least 11 human lives, and
destroying properly whose value is at least
>>150,000. and may reach twice that amount.
The water was covered with ice
twentytwo inches thick, and when it burst
away it
rushed down the narrow valley with fearful
force aud speed,
tlreat oaks were torn up
by the roots like weeds, aud rocks weighing a score of Ions were hurled dowu roils
below their place. The older aud lower
dam did not stand a moment before the
flood.
Besides the houses previously mentioned as utterly swept away, Stevens aud
Ives’ lumber yards and saw mills, and Sanderson’s carpenter shop were started from
their placts and the lumber scattered iu all
directions. The bodies of Miss Fannie
Humphrey aud the aged Mrs. iluested were
found lodged iu trees on the meadows below.
Ferry Disbrow’s house was badly
smashed in bv ice, but bis family were uninjured. The editor of the Danbury Times
went out of his house to listen to fhe
strange
roar, and had but just retreated when the
water rushed past him.
Several narrow es-
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Panora m a

Probate lor the Countv of

Administrator of the estate of CIIAS
^
late of Palermo, in said County, deceased,
f
respectfully represents that the goods, chattels ai.d cred.
Its of said deceased arc not sufficient to answer liis
just
debts and charges of
Administration, by the sum of Five

BROTHERS & GO.
TAKK

of

p's\S\" WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dk. L.DIX,
if failing to cure in less time than anv
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
weather, with sate and pleasant medicines.
FT

sons

wonder if this cool sweet breeze
Hath touched thy lips and funn’d thy iuov.
For all my spirit hears and sees
Recall tlice to my memory now
l or every hour we breathe apart,
Will but increase, if that can be
The love that fills this little heart,
Already tilled so full of thee.
Vet many a tear these eyes must weep,
And many a sin must be forgiven,
JC’cr these pale lids shall sink to sleep—
K’er thou and I shall meet in Heaven.

at

Ilowto double the value of land and tlie profits on
stock, and how to raise three times the quantity of all
farm crops to an acre.
pages and MO beautiful and
useful il ustrations. Farmers, young men and experienced
nts lind it pays to canvass for this hook. $100
to $£*E() !»-*«• Kisuzifio according to ability and energy.
For luh pal tieulars, address
ZEIGLEU, Mt'CUBDY & CO., Philadelphia, Penn.

TotheUonorable Judge
Waldo.

ASSORTMENT OF

For ah ! thine eye, within whose sphere
The sweets ol youth and beauty met,
That swam in love and softness here,
Must swim in love and soltness yet.
For ah ! its dark and liquid beams,
Though saddened by a thousand .sighs,
Were holier than the light that streams
Down from tin* gates of Paradise—
Were bright and radiant as the morn,
Vet soil and dewy as the eve;
Too sad for eyes where smiles are born,
Too young Tor ears that learn to grieve.

I'errible Disaster

Simonton

AGEATS WAXTEIJ 1*0XI

of
George D. Prentice—himself one of the most gifted
American bards—thinks that no living poet can surpass
iroin
lines
the
and
ol
loiiowing
the gracefulness
beauty
beauthe n.use of Amelia Welbv. They are exceedingly
tiful
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posits m Sums of One Dollar and upwards, j.t the
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Sails, Rigging, Chains

Lnquirc

8. H. JACKSON

of

fenanls Harboi

House Lot For Sale.
A very desirable building
lot, on Court Street
opposite the residence of Prescott liazeltineJ
It will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to II I NKY S. PARKER,
Belfast, 1 eb. 2, ISC‘1.
2m?V

